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ABSTRACT 

Video games are widely popular independent of age, gender, and culture due to a 

number of factors including their interactive nature. Traditionally, however, music written for 

video games has followed a static model. While there has been success with adaptive 

prerecorded scores, we argue for video game music that incorporates procedurally generated 

music, or music that is produced in real-time by the computer. While procedurally generated 

content has seen some use in other aspects of game design, there has been resistance to the 

use of procedurally generated music. This thesis outlines some of the problems causing this 

resistance and describes in detail the Procedural Audio Asset Designer (PAAD) system. PAAD 

attempts to provide a solution to this “resistance” in the form of an extendable and reusable 

software tool that allows expert and non-expert composers to create high quality procedural 

compositions and export them as self-contained assets that can easily be implemented in game 

engines. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Video games are an exciting new medium. Unlike a film or a novel, which are the same 

every time they are experienced, video games introduce aspects of interactivity. This 

interactivity, which can take on different forms, gives the player control over the way the 

narrative unfolds, as well as how the action plays out. Interactivity and the nonlinearity that it 

introduces is what makes video games such a fresh and exciting art form. At the same time, 

however, it means that video games have to deal with new problems that previous art forms 

did not have consider.  

One important aspect of video games that must be rethought to support this 

interactivity is music. Traditionally, music is linear. Live performances of a piece of music may 

differ depending on the performer, but the piece of music itself will unfold in the same way 

every time, adhering to the form with which it was written. A piece of recorded music will 

always sound exactly the same. This lends itself well to films, where each second of music can 

be synced exactly to each second of the film. Once interactivity is introduced, a video game 

becomes nonlinear. The music must now be able to adapt to a narrative and action that isn’t 

the same every time, and that isn’t necessarily predictable. This also means that a massive 

amount of content could be required, since the speed at which the narrative and action move is 

variable. Using traditional linear music that adheres to a set form becomes problematic.  

The concept of music that isn’t linear isn’t completely unprecedented. Improvised music 

can be considered nonlinear, with form and content changing in real time, adapting to 
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interactions between performers. Avant-garde compositions have experimented with aleatoric 

music, the form of which is left up to chance or on-the-spot decisions made by the performer. 

While these would not be applicable to video games, since the content is performed live, with 

the advent of computers, music can be procedurally generated (i.e. algorithmically composed) 

and output in real time. This creates pieces of music that can be different every time and that 

have malleable form and content. This is exactly what is necessary for video games, music with 

form and content that can adapt to the unpredictable nature of an interactive medium. 

Despite this natural application, procedurally generated music is rarely used in video 

games. Video games instead tend to rely entirely on the manipulation of prerecorded linear 

material. This may be due in part to a lack of familiarity and a high barrier for entry for 

procedural music, which also exists in the broader field of music in general. To create 

procedurally generated music, a composer needs to be skilled in both music and programming. 

Knowledge of algorithms and procedural techniques are required, along with the intuition and 

experience to use them effectively. In the video game industry, knowledge of nonlinear music’s 

existence is even less likely. Using procedural music in video games also introduces the 

technical difficulties of implementing the procedural music into the game itself. 

This barrier for entry isn’t completely insurmountable. It can be overcome, using tools. A 

tool, whether it is hardware or software, is designed to make a certain task easier and make 

achieving it more efficient. A well designed tool also provides and enforces a streamlined 

workflow and allows the user to become more proficient at the techniques involved in the 

process in less time.  Digital audio workstations, for example, enable musicians to create high 
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quality recorded material without access to complicated studio setups and the high level of 

experience necessary to use them.  

A tool designed specifically for creating procedural music in games will lower this barrier 

for entry and allow the adoption of procedural music in video games. This thesis presents a tool 

developed by the author: the Procedural Audio Asset Designer (or PAAD). PAAD has been 

designed from the ground up to address the issues causing the resistance to procedural music 

in video games. This will hopefully serve as an example that procedural music is a possibility for 

games. 

The following section (Section 2) will discuss the current techniques for using 

prerecorded music in a video game score and the problems resulting in using them exclusively. 

It will explore how procedurally generated music can help fill this gap, and provides context for 

Section 3 which will discuss the specific reasons why procedural music has yet to be adopted in 

the video game industry. Section 4 introduces a solution in the form of a tool for designing 

procedural music assets and outlines the goals in developing this tool. Section 5 describes 

PAAD, the tool that was developed to fulfill these goals. Section 6 details a musical example 

created in PAAD. Section 7 provides an assessment of how well PAAD fulfills the goals of 

Section 4 and includes the result of informal interviews. Section 8 concludes with a discussion 

of further goals and considerations of the general impact PAAD could make.  
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 WRITING MUSIC FOR VIDEO GAMES 

Writing music for video games is often thought of to be similar to writing music for 

films. Like a film score, a video game score must follow the narrative and action, supporting the 

work emotionally and drawing the player deeper into a world apart from the one they reside in. 

The similarities end here, however, since video games are interactive. Techniques developed 

for film scoring, while highly effective for film, need to be rethought or replaced with new 

techniques developed specifically for the new medium of video games, due to the nonlinearity 

introduced by interactivity (Walder, 2006).  

One example of this is the technique of spotting. A composer can watch a sequence of 

film and decide exactly at which points the music needs to do something to create emotional 

impact or follow the flow of an action sequence. Applying this directly to games will not always 

be effective. This is due to the first problem that interactivity introduces. If the player can 

control the action and narrative, it becomes difficult for the composer to predict exactly what 

will happen at any given time (McAlpine, Bett, & Scanlan, 2009).  

Another large problem that interactivity introduces is that the amount of content that 

requires musical accompaniment becomes massive. While a movie only needs a few hours of 

music, in a game the player is controlling the speed that the narrative unfolds and it is possible 

that hundreds of hours of gameplay will require music to accompany it (Vachon, 2009). Finally, 

since video games are interactive, it is even more essential to keep the player completely 
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engaged in the world created by the game, a phenomenon known as immersion (Cáceres, 

2011). This means it is essential that game music enhances immersion and does not break it. 

2.2 ADAPTIVE MUSIC 

Since the action of a game is unpredictable it means that the music must be able to 

react to whatever is happening in the game. This requires what is often referred to as adaptive 

music or real-time adaptive music (K. Collins, 2009; McAlpine et al., 2009). Adaptive music is 

music that is able to change in real time in reaction to the unpredictable state of the game in 

order to provide appropriate feedback and emotional reinforcement (McAlpine et al., 2009). 

The game state is always being updated based on the players input. Game state parameters can 

include location, events, timing, player properties (such as health), the angle of the camera and 

the state of the narrative (K. Collins, 2009). While an adaptive score is absolutely necessarily to 

provide an immersive game experience, composing adaptive music will run into some artistic 

problems. 

2.2.1 Following the Narrative 

As in a film, the music of a game must closely follow the narrative’s emotional shape, 

observing its peaks, drops and shifts. With a well scored film, the composer can match the 

narrative structure perfectly, reinforcing the emotional context of the film. With a game, the 

narrative curves can change unexpectedly and these changes are difficult for a composer to 

predict. This can cause the music to go out of sync with the narrative, expressing incorrect 

emotions or emotions at the wrong times.  
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Figure 2.1: Musical and Narrative Curves 

As a hypothetical example of this, consider Figure 2.1, where the graph represents the 

level of a certain emotion over time. The bold line represents the current emotional expression 

of the narrative, while the dotted line represents the current emotional expression of the 
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as the narrative curve. The musical narrative is often late, however. From point 4 to 5 the 

narrative experiences a dip, however the music isn’t able to reach that dip until point 6. In 

general, the curve of the music is more linear- it takes longer to change, and at certain times 

(for example point 7) is not able to follow smaller dips.  Near the end, beginning at point 11, is 
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climax and began to play the music for it, so the music reaches the emotional climax before the 

actual narrative does.  

Keeping the emotional expression of the music in sync with the narrative is important to 

a game score, despite its difficulties. If the music is expressing something that does not fit with 

what is happening in a game, this can cause an emotional disconnect and break the player’s 

immersion. Techniques to create adaptive music need to be able to move between emotional 

states quickly and efficiently, without getting stuck if the player suddenly changes the 

suggested narrative curve.  

2.2.2 Musical Difficulties 

There are musical difficulties associated with adaptive music as well. Since the music 

needs to follow an unexpected narrative, this places a high burden on transitions. The narrative 

may require a complete change in the style and mood of the score as the narrative emotional 

curve changes based on the player’s actions. A well written adaptive score needs to be able to 

perform a transition without breaking musical continuity. A jarring transition calls attention to 

itself and ruins the games immersion. With the unpredictable narrative curve, this also means 

musical form must be rethought. 

2.2.3 Repetitiveness   

Since it would be nearly impossible for a composer to write and record hundreds of 

hours of music for one video game, adaptive game music techniques must be able to expand or 

reuse a smaller amount of content. This reuse can lead to repetitiveness, which can become a 

large issue for games (Vachon, 2009). This is related to the problem of immersion. If game 
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music becomes too repetitive, the player will notice it. This will break the player’s immersion 

and make them more likely to stop playing the game (Vachon, 2009). This repetition can also 

cause the player to lower or turn off the sound altogether. Even if the music adeptly follows 

and reinforces the narrative, it can’t enhance the players experience if it isn’t heard (Vachon, 

2009). Music that is repeated too often can also lose its effectiveness entirely (O’Donnell, 

2002). 

2.3 CURRENT TECHNIQUES: USING PRERECORDED MUSIC  

Early in the history of games, sound was limited to waveforms generated by onboard 

chips playing pre-sequenced music (McAlpine et al., 2009). As video game audio systems 

became more advanced they were able to use multichannel sampled sounds. When game 

consoles and personal computers started to use CD-ROM technology, this allowed for video 

game scores to be prerecorded as opposed to played by waveform generators and non-realistic 

sounding samples. As graphics for games became more realistic, realistic prerecorded CD-ROM 

quality music became the expectation (McAlpine et al., 2009).  

There are a number of different methods and techniques that have become more or 

less standard when dealing with taking linear prerecorded music and making it able to adapt to 

a nonlinearly changing game state. This section will discuss these various methods as well as 

their inherent problems and shortcomings, both technological and artistic.  

2.3.1 Event-Driven Musical Cues 

Event-driven musical cues are at the core of making music adaptive in the context of a 

game and form the basis for the techniques discussed in this section. With an event-driven 
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musical cue, the game engine will monitor the current state of the game for a number of 

different variables and parameters. When a certain threshold is reached, an event is triggered 

which is mapped to a change in the music. This allows for music to change based on what is 

happening in the game (McAlpine et al., 2009). 

An early example of this can be found in Taito Corporation’s Space Invaders Part II 

(1980), a simple game wherein the player controls a ship with a top-down two-dimensional 

view and is tasked with defeating enemy ships. There are a number of events that trigger 

different musical cues. First, when the player defeats a certain number of enemies (number of 

enemies killed is the variable, the threshold is a defined amount of enemies), the music will 

speed up (which mirrors the speeding up of the remaining enemies). Another event is the 

entrance of a special “bonus” enemy, which introduces an extra musical pattern on top of the 

original one. Other examples of these musical cues might be the music changing when the 

player loses a certain amount of health, or a different musical track being triggered when the 

player enters or leaves a battle. With prerecorded music, the actual musical change can take a 

number of different forms, from simple to complex.  

2.3.2 Simple Crossfade 

One of the simplest techniques for a musical change using prerecorded music is a 

crossfade between two tracks. An example of this is a player entering or leaving combat. Before 

the combat, peaceful exploratory music is playing. As the player enters combat (the threshold is 

reached), the game engine requests the audio engine to crossfade from the exploratory music 

to a more driving combat music track. When the combat is over, the music crossfades back to 

the peaceful exploratory music.  
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While this technique is highly effective for keeping the music in sync with the current 

state of the game, it can create jarring musical transitions. In the previous example, when the 

battle music is crossfaded back to the exploratory music, whatever is happening musically in 

the battle music is immediately interrupted. This could mean stopping in the middle of a 

melodic phrase, a harmony might be left unresolved, or expectations created by a build in 

dynamics could be left unfulfilled. These sorts of problems with transitions can also lead 

composers to write music that is more static in order to be less obvious when interrupted, at 

the expensive of being fulfilling emotionally and musically. 

2.3.3 Horizontal Resequencing 

A more refined way of using event-driven musical cues to make prerecorded music 

adaptive is known as horizontal resequencing (McAlpine et al., 2009). This technique uses 

event-drive cues to rearrange pre-recorded sequences of music in real time. These sequences 

of prerecorded music are written in such a way that on their own they are able to loop, and the 

beginning of each loop will make musical sense when transitioning from the end of the previous 

loop. A sequence of music will loop until a certain threshold is reached in the game state, after 

which the audio engine will queue up a sequence that is more appropriate for the current game 

state. When the current loop finished playing, the audio engine will play the queued loop. This 

can be seen in Figure 2.2 where the threshold is reached at time point 5, causing a change from 

Loop 1 to Loop 2 (and back at point 9). An early example of this technique is Namco’s Dig Dug 

(1982) which would change the music playing based on the movement of the player. This 

technique is used in many modern games as well. 
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Figure 2.2: Horizontal Resequencing 

While this technique is highly effective at maintaining musical flow, its main drawback is 

that it can easily cause the music to lag behind the current action of the game. If the game state 
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finished playing, to avoid an awkward transition. This causes the player to experience a 

disconnect between what is happening on the screen and what the player is hearing, which can 
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within each sequence (K. Collins, 2009). Branches and jump points can be defined at points 

within a sequence that allow a sequence to transition into another sequence before the 

sequence is finished playing, which allows for shorter periods where the music is lagging behind 

the state of the game without sacrificing flow of the music. These types of transitional matrixes 

are effective, but they can become highly complex, requiring a great deal of time from the 

composer as well as the programmer of the game engine.  

At a more broad level, horizontal resequencing can also be used to create an “open-

form” structure, which can help reduce repetitiveness in game scores (K. Collins, 2009). 

Sections of a larger piece are created that can transition into each other. Instead of playing one 

long sequence in a loop, the game randomly chooses different orderings. This means the player 

will hear essentially the same music, but in a different order each time. While this doesn’t 

completely reduce repetitiveness, it can create an illusion of a more diverse game score 

without requiring the game composer to write extra music. This was particularly useful in the 

earlier days of gaming when there was less storage space available (K. Collins, 2009). An 

example of this is The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time (Nintendo, 1998), where the music 

during the portions of the game where the player traveled from location to location in the 

central hub was reordered based on random numbers. This technique still maintains the issue 

of transitions, however. While the longer score is less repetitive, it still needs to be transitioned 

out of when the game state changes in a drastic enough way to require music of a different 

mood. 
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2.3.5 Vertical Re-orchestration 

Another technique that has become a standard in adaptive game scoring is called 

Vertical Re-orchestration (McAlpine et al., 2009). This takes the same concept of event driven 

cues that horizontal resequencing does, but instead of rearranging sequences when thresholds 

are reached, will add or remove different elements of the score in real time. The different 

layers of the score are written to work as one full piece when played all together, and can 

create a different feel or style when played separately or in different groupings. An orchestral 

track might have slower strings that are played when less tension in the music is necessary, and 

as the game state changes, a driving timpani part could be added, or a denser orchestration can 

be used. The musical piece remains the same, but the emotions it triggers are different.   

 

Figure 2.3: Vertical Re-orchestration 

An example if this is mapped out in Figure 2.3, where at each threshold the parameter 

state reaches adds in another instrumental track. As the parameter state goes down, the parts 
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are removed at the same thresholds. This technique was used extensively in the recent open 

world game Red Dead Redemption (Rockstar San Diego, 2010). All parts of the score were 

recorded in the same key (A minor), and to the same click track. As the player explored and the 

game state changed, different parts were added and removed creating an adaptive score 

(Stuart, 2010). 

This technique is effective since the same musical track can be used in different contexts 

with smooth transitions. This creates an illusion of less repetition without extra music needing 

to be written, and keeps the players immersion intact. This technique alone is still not perfect. 

When the narrative or action shifts radically, the actual music itself might need to change 

instead of just the instrument parts. It also can create its own sort of repetitiveness, as it makes 

it easy for tracks to stay in a certain key or tempo. Finally, as with open form, while variety is 

created by different combinations, the building blocks will still be the same every time, 

meaning they can become repetitive.  

2.3.6 Real Time Audio Transformation 

A newer methods for manipulating prerecorded music into adaptive scores is by using 

real time audio transformation. This uses digital signal processing techniques in real time to 

directly change audio that is being played (Young, 2013). These effects are triggered in the 

same way as the other techniques, utilizing event based musical cues. In the earlier days of 

game audio, effects such as distortion would need to be applied to the music beforehand and 

saved into the file. As computers and game consoles become faster, there is enough processing 

power left over for these effects to be done in real time. An example of this being done is in 

Forza Motorsport 4 (Turn 10 Studios, 2011) using a version of iZotope’s Thrash distortion plugin 
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that was integrated into the game’s audio engine (Young, 2013). This allows not only for an 

audio file to be played back with or without distortion, but also selectively in different parts of 

the track with different amounts of various types of distortion. When used in tandem with 

event based cues, this means the audio file can adapt to different situations. In Forza, a racing 

game, the guitar track could have light distortion before the race starts and increase as the 

player starts going faster.  

This real-time audio manipulation is not without drawbacks. A track being repeated over 

and over, even with manipulation, can still be become repetitive. Furthermore, the more 

effects that are used, the more processing power is taken up, and processing power for audio is 

often overlooked in favor of graphics engines, artificial intelligence and game logic. 

2.3.7 Looking Forward 

With all of these techniques working together in tandem and used by an experienced 

composer of game music, it’s impossible claim that adaptive game music using prerecorded 

music does not work. The art of game music has matured and evolved to create game scores 

that are effective musically, adapt well to the game state, and elevate the experience of playing 

the game. Despite this, exclusively using prerecorded music still has drawbacks that can lead to 

repetitiveness and loss of synchronization with the narrative, both of which can ruin immersion. 

The addition of procedurally generated music, which not been adequately explored in the game 

music industry and community, could make game scores even more effective. 
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2.4 THE CALL FOR PROCEDURALLY GENERATED MUSIC 

In the context of game music, procedurally generated music is music that is composed 

and performed by the game engine in real time, based on rules or algorithms defined by the 

composer. All of the problems with interactivity and nonlinearity introduce to music can 

potentially be solved with procedurally generated music. First, if the music is written in real 

time, it will have a much easier time following the current state of the game’s narrative (Grier, 

2009; McAlpine et al., 2009). Instead of crossfading between two different tracks of music, a 

more suitable transition could be written in real time. Instead of relying on transition matrixes 

and waiting for loop points, procedurally generated music could start reflecting the emotional 

state of the narrative as soon as it changes. In the earlier example (Figure 2.1), the player 

triggers the narrative climax but then delays, leaving the music ahead of the narrative. Well 

written procedurally generated music could allow the music to backtrack and create a more 

tightly woven musical experience. The music that underscores the game could also better take 

into account the various customizations the player makes, having the music reflect various 

decisions the player makes in terms of character development, items, and play style without 

requiring an exponentially large amount of prewritten music (Grier, 2009). 

 Continuously generating new music also makes repetition far less of an issue and would 

ease the task of writing music for such large amounts of content (Vachon, 2009). Instead of 

hearing the same prerecorded loops over and over again which can become repetitive and 

break immersion despite reordering and manipulation, the player can hear completely different 

music on each play through. A composer wouldn’t have to worry about filling what might be 

hours of gameplay with prewritten and prerecorded music. If used in conjunction with 
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prewritten music, using procedural music to fill this space can leave the composer more time to 

focus on making the prewritten music more adaptive.  

 Procedural content generation has already seen success in other areas of video game 

design: graphics (texture and sprite generation), level design (including landscapes and cities) 

and even dialogue (Fournel, 2010; Humphrey, 2008). Procedural content generation is used in 

these other aspects of game design for the same reasons it is so appealing to use with music- it 

provides a larger amount content to be created with a higher amount of variation and it more 

accurately matches the current context of the game (Fournel, 2010). In business terms, it also 

allows for more content for less money and less time (Humphrey, 2008). With game developers 

being pushed to create large games for publishers on a deadline (Rivera, 2014), this is an 

important feature.  

2.4.1 A Note on Terminology 

It should be noted that the techniques described above that manipulate prerecorded 

music can fall under one category of procedural music as defined by Wooler et al. (Wooller, 

Brown, Miranda, Diederich, & Berry, 2005). Since these techniques rearrange and manipulate 

prerecorded audio, they could be considered “transformational algorithms.” When this paper 

refers to “procedurally generated music” or “procedural music,” unless otherwise specified, it 

will be referring to “generative algorithms,” or algorithms that create new musical material. 

It should also be noted that much of the literature refers to procedurally generated 

music as “algorithmic music,” or “algorithmically composed music,” among other labels. For the 

application of algorithmic composition in video games, this paper will use the term 
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“procedural.” This is to align with the trend of content generated algorithmically being referred 

to as “procedurally generated content” in other aspects of video game design (level design, 

graphics, etc.) (Fournel, 2010; Humphrey, 2008). 

2.5 A BRIEF HISTORY OF PROCEDURAL MUSIC 

 Procedurally generated music has a long history in the broader field of music. Defining 

procedural music as “the process of using some formal process to make music with minimal 

human intervention” (Alpern, 1995), one can trace the concept creating music from systems 

and processes even before computers. 

2.5.1 Music of the Spheres 

The Ancient Greeks believed that musical sounds and rhythms should be ordered by 

numbers that reflect and correspond to the laws of nature and the cosmos (Grout & Palisca, 

1996). Ptolemy wrote that musical intervals, notes and modes corresponded specifically to the 

relationships and aspects of the planets (referred to famously by Plato as the “music of the 

spheres”) (Grout & Palisca, 1996). While not necessarily algorithms, this way of thinking is 

considered an important link to the idea of music derived with “extra-human processes” 

(Maurer, 1999). 

2.5.2 Canons 

The canon in western renaissance music is another step towards true procedurally 

generated music. A canon is a single melodic line that is through composed that is given some 

sort of rule: for example repeat the line at a certain time at a certain interval (Grout & Palisca, 

1996). The composer creates a framework of source material and rules to expand a small 
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amount of music into a more complex score, essentially creating a piece procedurally (Maurer, 

1999; Simoni, 2003). 

2.5.3 Serialism 

Serialism is another early example of music generated by a system. The simplest form of 

serialism, devised by Arnold Schoenberg, is the twelve-tone system. The composer orders the 

twelve pitches of the chromatic scale in a row and must use each pitch before that pitch can be 

repeated (Bonds, 2006). To create variation, composers can perform various functions on the 

row such as transposition, inversion, retrograde. These can be considered algorithmic 

procedures (Simoni, 2003). Later composers such as Milton Babbit and Olivier Messian took 

serialism even further, using serial rows to generate rhythms, dynamics, registers and attack 

characteristics (Bonds, 2006). While these systems did not completely generate pieces without 

human intervention, they did lead to pieces that adhered to a strict system set in place by the 

composer which the composer manipulated through various processes. 

2.5.4 Randomness 

Using randomness, or indeterminacy, is another way to generate music that removes an 

aspect of human intervention. Using chance to generate pieces of music can be traced at least 

as far back as Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. In his Musikalisches Wurfelspiel (1783), Mozart 

created a number of musical fragments which would be reordered based on the results of a 

number of dice roles (Alpern, 1995). This reliance on indeterminacy to shift a part of the 

creative process away from the composer was also used extensively by the experimental 
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composer John Cage, who gave up compositional control to different sources, such as the 

location of stars in Atlas Eclipticalis (1961) (Schwartz & Godfrey, 1993). 

2.5.5 The Computer, Illiac and MUSICOMP 

Complicated procedural music as it is known today did not truly become possible until 

the advent of computers. The idea of music generated by computers was foreseen by Ada 

Lovelace, who predicted that the Analytical Engine, a general-purpose mechanical engine could 

compose complex pieces of music (Rowan, 2012). This predication was first realized by Lejarn 

Hiller and Leonard Isaacson in 1955 using the Illiac digital computer at the University of Illinois. 

Hiller and Isaacson programmed the computer with specialized algorithms to generate 

experimental music (Edwards, 2011). This resulted in the Illiac Suite (1957) which was then 

transcribed to traditional notation and performed by a string quartet. The process with which 

this music was generated involved raw materials generated by the computer, which were then 

modified by various functions and the best results selected according to various rules (Alpern, 

1995).  

A similar method of “generator/modifier/selector” was used for MUSICOMP (written by 

Lejaren Hiller and Robert Baker in the late 1950s/early 1960s), which is one of the first 

generalized computer systems for algorithmic composition. MUSICOMP broke the process of 

composition down into smaller subroutines, which allowed the system to be more general and 

flexible while still remaining efficient (Alpern, 1995). This idea of breaking a process into 

subroutines can be seen in many modern procedural music systems (Maurer, 1999). 
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2.5.6 Xenakis and Stochastic Music 

Even before the computer, composer Iannis Xenakis had been experimenting with what 

he called Stochastic Music, which uses weighted probabilities to create data that informs 

different musical parameters (Xenakis, 1992). The composer creates probabilistic weights and 

chooses what parameters they’re mapped to, and then creates data using a random number 

generator (Alpern, 1995). With the computer Xenakis was able to generate this probabilistic 

data much more efficiently. The pieces Atrées (1962) and Morsima-Amorsima (1962) were 

composed with computer software developed to create this compositional data. Xenakis would 

often adapt and change the computer output when transcribing the data into a score, but the 

process is still highly procedural (Edwards, 2011). Xenakis described creating music procedurally 

using computers as being a pilot- instead of creating music note for note, the composer can 

instead guide a composition through buttons, coordinates and controls. (Xenakis, 1992). 

2.5.7 Brian Eno and Generative Systems 

Procedural music techniques can also be found outside of the scope of academia.  Much 

of the ambient work of Brian Eno is inspired by minimalists such as Steve Reich and uses what 

Eno calls “generative systems” to create music (Edwards, 2011). These are systems and 

processes devised by the composer that are then set in motion. These systems can output 

either electronic sound or notation, and are designed such that once in motion they can create 

music with little intervention by the composer (Holmes, 2003). A major example of this is 

Discrete Music (1975) which uses a synthesizer, sequencer, an equalizer, reverb unit and 

feedback tape loop to create a looping ambient track. This example will be explored more in 

depth later within this paper. 
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2.5.8 Procedural Music in the Modern Age 

There are also many examples of modern research in procedurally generated music. 

Instead of being fully stochastic or rules based, many of the newer techniques are a hybrid of 

these and utilize techniques from the field of Artificial Intelligence (Edwards, 2011). This allows 

systems that can learn and be trained. An early example of using analysis techniques to 

generate music is the work of David Cope, who’s Experiments in Musical Intelligence (EMI) had 

its rules and grammars supplemented by scanning libraries of a composers works. EMI would 

scan a body of work such as Chopin’s Mazurkas and create new pieces in the style of these 

works (Cope, 1996). 

Even more recent examples of procedurally generated music include Cherla et. al’s 

software that generates continuations and variations on bass and guitar melodies by using 

machine learning processes (Cherla, Purwins, & Marchini, 2013). Nick Collins uses similar 

machine learning processes to algorithmically generate electroacoustic art music (N. Collins, 

2012). Middleton et. al. created a website aimed at composers without programming 

experience to create pieces of procedural music. Their system uses a serious of division and 

modulo operations to generate music based seed data input by the composer (Middleton & 

Dowd, 2008). 

2.6 APPLICATIONS IN GAME MUSIC 

Those writing about game music have discussed how procedurally generated music 

could be accomplished in games. While this has generally only been in the form of theorizing, 

the fact that there is discussion on it is promising for the future of procedurally music. 
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2.6.1 Ambient Scores 

For more ambient scores, McAlpine et al. suggest looking to the minimalist schools of 

music composition (2009). Minimalist music takes small amounts of musical material and turns 

it into larger scale works that are constantly changing and evolving. These systems are relatively 

easy to create compared with more complex analytical and intelligence based systems, and 

many techniques already exist, such as phasing. Overlapping layers of music with different 

lengths that fit together throughout can be played together and will create different textures at 

different times. These types of slowly evolving scores would be especially effective for games 

that require a lot of exploration, or are more ambient themselves in nature. 

 An example of this type of ambient procedurally generated score was used in the game 

Spore (Maxis, 2008), with a generative music system created by Brian Eno and the assistance of 

programmers Kent Jolly and Aaron McLeron (K. Collins, 2009). Melodies and rhythms are 

generated from simple sets of rules that play a collection of tiny samples, generating music in 

real time.  

2.6.2 Thematic Scores 

This type of ambient, soundscape based music makes sense for a more abstract game 

like Spore, and could be applied very effectively for longer drawn out parts of open world 

exploratory games. This may not be as effective for a more cinematic game, such as the Call of 

Duty series (McAlpine et al., 2009). This kind of experience requires a more thematic type of 

music, and procedurally generated music does also have potential here.  
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The music of David Cope’s EMI software has shown that algorithmically composed music 

can create music that sounds similar to Bach, Beethoven and Chopin (Cope, 1996). This type of 

music is hardly ambient and could serve well in video games. McAlpine et al. also suggest a 

system based on improvisation, which could take an existing theme and manipulate it, similar 

to a musician improvising (2009). This could allow for more thematic music that is still is able to 

take parameters from the game state into account while generating its music. It would also 

create variation that is less limited than simply rearranging prerecorded music would. A similar 

system based off of the work of Richard Wager has been suggested by Vachon, which could 

develop and evolve prewritten motives based on preset rules defined by the composer and 

informed by the game state (Vachon, 2009). 

2.6.3 A Hybrid Approach 

Even with the benefits of procedurally generated music, it is still important that games 

have music that is emotionally powerful and musically memorable.  This is where procedurally 

generated music may be less effective (Vachon, 2009). This does not mean that procedurally 

generated music should not be used at all- procedurally generated music may be most effective 

when used in conjunction with prerecorded music. Open world games like the Assassins Creed 

(Ubisoft, 2008) series or The Elder Scrolls (Bethesda, 1994)  series of games are an example of 

this. These are highly narrative, action heavy games, but the narrative and action are split up by 

large portions of time when the player is free to explore the world as they see fit. These more 

exploratory sections are an excellent candidate for procedurally generated music. Specific 

emotional context isn’t as necessary to these sections, so the easier-to-create ambient music 

would work. These exploration phase can take up a lot of the player’s time, and having highly 
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repetitive music here is very noticeable as the player has less drawing their attention. 

Procedurally generated music could fill this gap, generating a large amount of music for these 

longer drawn out periods of time. When the player encounters action or narrative, making 

more thematic music necessary, the game can switch to thematic prerecorded music, using a 

transition written on the fly. 

2.6.4 Procedural Music: Why Hasn’t it Happened Yet? 

The addition of procedurally generated music would be greatly beneficial to game music. 

With all of these historic, theoretical, and applied models of algorithmic music, as well as 

successful examples of its use, why haven’t we seen more procedural music in games? One of 

the main problems lies in workflow and collaboration, and requires a brief detour for an 

overview of the evolution of game audio tools. 

2.7 GAME AUDIO TOOLS 

A game engine is a highly complex piece of software on its own and creating the 

complex audio subsystems that allow music to be adaptive requires important logistical 

problems to be solved. One of these problems is workflow standardization and bridging the 

divide between asset design and asset implementation (Young, 2013). 

2.7.1 Composer vs. Programmer 

Adaptive prerecorded game music can be considered in two parts: First is the music 

itself. This is composed, recorded and/or sequenced by the composer or sound designer and 

then saved to audio files. The second part is the actual playback of these files in the game 

engine. This not only includes decisions of when to play the audio files, but also volume, 
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panning, and effects. These are artistic decisions that should be made by the composer, but 

required direct manipulation of the game engine. This required programming ability that 

composers did not necessarily have, so was left up to the programmers (Schmidt, 2003). This 

divide between asset creation and asset implementation can cause a great deal of time to be 

lost without a standardized workflow. Consider this problematic workflow: a composer records 

a set of tracks for music, who then transfers the files to the programmer (often with file 

conversion necessary in the middle). The programmer then implements the files, based on 

instructions given by the composer. Only now does the composer have any sort of feedback as 

to how the music sounds and works interactively. The composer then makes changes to the 

audio and the entire process begins again (Schmidt, 2003).  

This is a hugely inefficient process, and as described by Schmidt, game developers began 

to develop in-house tools to attempt to streamline it. Tools were created to allow composers to 

simulate game events and test adaptive sounds with these events. Later solutions were created 

that gave composers Graphic User Interface (GUI) driven tools that adjusted audio on the fly 

while the game was running. Data created by these tools could be saved and used in the game 

engine. These tools were a huge step forward since they gave the composer power to make 

implementation decisions without needing to do programming themselves, or go through a 

programmer.  The main problem with these types of tools was a lack of standardization- each 

was developed in house for each specific engine so game composers would have to learn new, 

unfamiliar tools each time, and game engine developers would need to put in resources to 

create them. This lack of standardization has been solved for many developers by audio 

middleware tools such as FMOD (Young, 2013). 
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2.7.2 Modern Audio Middleware 

Audio middleware is software written independently from a game engine, often by a 

separate company, and then later incorporated into the game engine, as opposed to the game 

engine developer implementing a game engine from scratch. The middleware usually includes a 

set of tools that allows the composer to control implementation of the audio assets.  This 

creates the efficiency of standardization and gives the composer control over the 

implementation of their assets. It also affords the game engine developer other benefits: 

playback of different file formats across many systems and allows the programmers to avoid 

wasting time rewriting basic audio features in every new engine.  

More recently, the interfaces for the tools that are included with audio middleware 

software such as Firelight Studio’s FMOD (Firelight Technologies, 2012a) are based off of 

interfaces and tools that are familiar to composers and sound designers as opposed to forcing 

them to think and work like programmers. FMOD Studio includes a DAW-like interface that is 

inspired by Ableton Live (Firelight Technologies, 2012b). By modeling their tools off of software 

composers and sound designers are already comfortable with, it allows for composers to learn 

the tools faster and create interactive music of higher quality. By having the less familiar 

interactive features supplemented by concepts that composers are already familiar with, such 

as dials, sliders, mixers, sends and gains, composers will have an easier time adapting. 

High level parameters give a composer control that can easily be implemented by a 

programmer. For example, if a game designer requests audio that changes as the player gets 

closer to a battle, the composer can create a high level parameter such as “Battle Distance.” 

This is represented in FMOD as a dial at the top which when turned, moves the seeker across a 
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separate linear timeline See Figure 2.4. Note that the position of the seeker corresponds to the 

current value of the parameter at 0.75. 

 

Figure 2.4: FMOD high level parameter 

 From here, the composer can fade in and out tracks, change other lower level 

parameters, even create logic that defines where the actual timeline moves within the track. In 

Figure 2.4, as the battle distance is raised, the audio will crossfade between the “Explore 

Music” and “Battle Music,” and the wet level of reverb will be reduced. Figure 2.5 below shows 

an example of a more complex routing system. As the “Time” parameter is raised or lowered, 

this triggers transition blocks (in green) to move the seeker (and the playback) to the defined 

label location. The blocks marked in blue are loop points. 
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Figure 2.5: FMOD Transitioning System 

The most powerful feature of this is that when the assets are exported, all of these 

crossfades, control logics and audio file information is completely abstracted. All the 

programmers need to concern themselves with is the one top level parameter “Battle 

Distance,” which they can easily map to whichever variable in the game engine that is 

necessary. Now the programmer has no need to have any knowledge of audio terminology, and 

the composer has no need to understand any level of programming. This concept allows highly 

dynamic scores to be created without spending time and money on implementation. 

2.7.3 iMUSE: Tools setting the standard 

The iMUSE system used in many LucasArts games is one of the earliest examples of 

complex adaptive scores (K. Collins, 2008). iMUSE was a MIDI playback engine designed by 
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Micheal Land and Peter McConnell for the LucasArt’s game Monkey Island 2 (1991). iMUSE was 

created due to Land’s wish for an easier way to make scores adaptive after composing the 

music for the first Monkey Island (LucasArts, 1990) and finding it difficult to sustain a 

soundtrack while accurately following the interactive narrative  (Strank, 2013). iMUSE 

synchronized music to gameplay using techniques such as transpositions, horizontal 

resequencing with complex transitions and vertical re-orchestration by embedding custom 

event information in MIDI files (Land & McConnell, 1994).  

One of the real strengths of iMUSE is that it was developed as a reusable system with 

composer focused tools. After Monkey Island 2, iMUSE was used in many LucasArts adventure 

games that followed it, as well as a number of Star Wars titles (Strank, 2013). One of the 

reasons for its success and use in multiple games is likely due to the fact that LucasArts 

developed iMUSE as an engine that could easily be reused in any new games they were 

developing. As a tool, iMUSE also allowed the composer to experiment with the transitions 

being created and their responses to interactive actions (K. Collins, 2008). iMUSE was highly 

influential in pushing the adoption of complex adaptive scores, setting a higher expectation for 

music in games to be less linear (K. Collins, 2008). Due to the decline of MIDI sounds, iMUSE fell 

out of use, but its success with its reusability and flexibility is an excellent model to follow for 

procedural music systems in the future. 

2.7.4 The Importance of Tools 

It’s clear that even with strong artistic techniques, visions and practices to solve the 

problems of creating effective adaptive music for games, it isn’t enough if these techniques 

cannot be implemented effectively. Without tools developed to facilitate them, highly dynamic 
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scores in games might have become the exception as opposed to the expectation. With audio 

such a low priority as it is (Vachon, 2009), it is highly beneficial that studios invest resources 

into developing audio tools. This is why middleware tools such as FMOD are so important and 

why iMUSE was so influential. This also may cast a light on one of the main reasons why 

procedurally generated scores haven’t caught on yet: a lack of standardized tools for their 

creation (Fournel, 2010).  
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3 PROCEDURAL MUSIC: DEFINING THE PROBLEMS 

Procedural music has clear benefits for use in video game music. It solves two main 

problems experienced in video game music- a game score must be adaptive and able to follow 

the unpredictable and changing nature of the current game state and a game score must 

provide content for hours of gameplay without becoming overly repetitive. If done correctly, 

procedural music can be cost effective and lighten the load of game developers and composers. 

Procedural music has a rich history in the past 60 years. Many models for its creation have been 

developed, and many new models are being researched. Procedural content generation has 

been used in other aspects of game development, but procedural music has lagged behind. This 

chapter will discuss the reasons for this, and will begin to explore how these problems can be 

solved. 

3.1 TIME AND MONEY 

The music of Spore is an excellent example of a recent use of procedurally generated 

music in a game, but it so far has not spawned any similar use. The reason for this may be 

related to cost and resources. Brian Eno, one of the pioneers of generative music, was brought 

in to design the processes that created the music. This in itself was likely costly, and then once 

the generative system was devised by Eno, it had to be implemented into the game engine by 

two programmers. If this was done in a forward-thinking way, the implementation might be 

reused in a future game, but regardless of this, the algorithmic and playback system was built 

from the ground up and implemented from the ground up. Any game studio with interest in 

following Spore’s example would need to also build their own system from the ground up, as 
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well as hire and employ people familiar with procedural music. These can be very costly 

endeavors. As the examples of FMOD and iMUSE show, reusable systems and tools could 

greatly reduce the difficulty and initial time commitment of procedural music creation and 

implementation.  

3.2 HUMAN TOUCH 

The next issue is one that very often comes up when discussing procedurally generated 

music in general: the fear that having music composed by computers will lose the human touch 

that makes music effective (Vachon, 2009).  This is a valid concern- even if procedural music 

solves the problems of repetitiveness and adaptation, it isn’t helpful if the music isn’t any good. 

In response to this concern, even though control is taken away from the composer, the 

composer is still the one designing the system, the algorithm and the processes. The composer 

in the end still creates the music. If the composer is given a proper amount of control over the 

algorithms and their realization, there is no reason the music cannot be effective.  

This concept of control also answers the fear composers have that procedural music will 

replace them and put them out of a job (Fournel, 2010). The spaceship analogy Xenakis uses is 

applicable here (see section 2.5.6). An effective procedural composition is not possible without 

the composer as a large part of the process. Musical knowledge and compositional ability will 

still be necessary to write procedural scores. 
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3.3 INSTRUMENTS 

The next main concern involves playback. Music that is composed in real time would 

need to be played in real time. This requires some sort of virtual instrument. As discussed 

earlier, synthesized or sampled sounds severely fell out of favor with the advent of CD quality 

audio. Technology is starting to catch up again here, however, with high quality sampled 

instruments able to mimic the sounds of real orchestral instruments. These virtual instruments 

are even used in modern film scores (Isham, 2010). This can still be highly memory and 

processor intensive. It also carries with it the negative connotations of MIDI (K. Collins, 2009). 

The quality issue with MIDI and sampled instruments really stems from the fact these 

samples are attempting to mimic western orchestral instruments. Fortunately, orchestral music 

is far from the only style of music used in video games scores. As with film scores, game scores 

very often use electronic sounds as a stylistic choice. There are also a number of games with 

highly electronic scores such as XCOM: Enemy Unknown (Firaxis Games, 2012) and Portal (Valve 

Corporation, 2007). The timbre of electronic music is particularly fitting for science fiction 

settings, and the appeal of electronic music in general is hard to deny as electronic dance music 

becomes more and more pervasive in the musical culture (Feinstein & Colin, 2012). Finally, with 

indie game developers creating games with retro style graphics, retro style music often 

accompanies them. These “low-fi” tracks, often called Chiptunes, harken back to the 8-bit era 

games and can easily be synthesized with simple oscillators and filters (Driscoll, & Joshua, 2009) 
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3.4 TECHNOLOGY 

Both the synthesis of sound and the algorithms used to generate the music would 

require CPU resources, in addition to processing power required to run the logic systems 

already in place to control the adaptive music. As audio is already given a backseat to other 

game subsystems, it is a valid concern that game studios would be reluctant to give over even 

more CPU resources to an procedural music system. Spore sets the precedent that it is possible 

to have procedurally generated music while maintaining a high level 3D graphics system in a 

game released in 2008. Computer processers get significantly faster each year. According to 

Moore’s Law, a prediction made in 1965 (and revised in 1975), the number of transistors in a 

circuit will double approximately every two years (Moore & Brock, 2006). Graphics have also 

been offloaded to Graphics Processing Units of similarly increasing power, so there is room for 

audio without sacrificing graphics. Depending on the synthesis method, algorithms may not 

take up much more CPU than is already used by prerecorded sound file playback (Fournel, 

2010). 

3.5 FAMILIARITY 

The final reason obstructing the adoption of procedural music in games is that of 

familiarity. Composers scoring for games are often more familiar with linear forms of 

composing such as for film or common practice traditional music, a product of their education 

(Collins, 2009). Composers with a traditional music degree might have some exposure to 

procedural techniques, particularly at the graduate level, but these composers would have a 

difficult time communicating the benefits of procedural music to producers and players who 
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might have no experience with these techniques at all (Fournel, 2010; Humphrey, 2008). This 

suggests that there is a need for a way for composers to be able to create and experience 

procedural music at a basic level, without experience or a deep knowledge of the history and 

techniques of procedural music and without knowledge of programming. With exposure to 

procedural music and the techniques involved, composers will be able to see the benefits and 

power of procedural music and can be more equipped to communicate them to the producers 

in charge of a game’s development.  
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4 BUILD THE TOOLS: EXPLORING A SOLUTION 

The adoption of procedural music in video games faces a number of problems. There is 

the lack of familiarity and a resistance to music created by computers, the persistent difficulty 

of collaboration and coordination between composers and programmers, implementation in 

general and the need for real-time performance. There has been some experimentation with 

the use of procedural music, notably the game Spore, but the fact remains that there is a major 

resistance to the adoption of procedural music in games despite its benefits and potential. 

A common solution to this dilemma has been suggested multiple times throughout the 

previous sections. In order to move forward, procedural music requires well designed tools for 

its creation and implementation. Middleware tools like FMOD enable a composer to quickly and 

easily make prerecorded music adaptive using a familiar interface without tedious collaboration 

with game engine programmers. Similarly, a tool needs to be developed that allows for creation 

of procedural music that can just as easily be integrated into a game engine. A properly 

designed tool can make composers familiar with procedural music and would allow them to 

create it without a strong background in this type of music. This presents a tool developed by 

the author that attempts to be a proof-of-concept that could speed up the adoption of 

procedurally generated music in the video game industry. 

4.1 GOALS: WHAT CONSTITUTES A PROPERLY DESIGNED TOOL? 

In order to create a tool that facilitates the adoption of procedural music in video 

games, it has to be able to provide solutions for the aforementioned problems with procedural 
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music in video games. A framework for this can be boiled down into three main goals that this 

software should meet.  

1. The tool should be extendable, adaptable, and reusable. 

2. The tool must provide an interface that is familiar and easy to use for composers yet still 

remain powerful enough for composers to create unique and musically effective 

compositions. 

3. The tool must create compositions as assets that are easily implemented into a game 

engine. 

4.2 EXTENDABLE, ADAPTABLE AND REUSABLE 

A procedural music tool will be the most useful if it is designed in such a way that it is 

reusable. This means it must be able to adapt to the requirements of different types of games 

that require different types of music. Without this adaptability, it will not be able to make the 

required impact on the game industry to show that procedural music is a viable option for 

music in games. This type of adaptability can be attained by making the tool easily extendable. 

An example of the benefits of extendibility can be seen with the concept of plugins. 

Plugins are used across many fields that utilize computer software. In audio, plugins are well 

known. Any digital audio workstation can load a VST plugin, which can range from instruments 

such as a synthesizer or a sampled instrument, to plugins that use digital signal processing to 

add effects such as reverberation or dynamic manipulation like compression. Users of a DAW 

can download or purchase plugins specific to their needs and extend the capabilities of the 

digital audio workstation to far more than the base capabilities of the software. If a procedural 
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audio tool provides this type of flexibility and creates a framework to add features in this way, it 

will make the tool more adaptable, and thus more reusable.  

4.3 ACCESSIBLE BUT POWERFUL 

Since one of the main problems facing procedural music in video games is one of 

familiarity, one of the most important goals in creating this tool is to make it as familiar to 

composers as possible. If the composer is faced with a completely foreign interface, it will be 

much more difficult to make the composer familiar with procedural music. A well designed 

interface will expose the composer to procedural music and allow them to experiment with it. It 

would also allow a composer already more experienced with procedural music to quickly learn 

the tool and create music without a high learning curve. 

The interface must also give the composer enough power to create unique pieces that 

feel personal to them. The more power and customizability the composer has over the music, 

the more they will feel ownership over it. A properly designed interface will allow the composer 

to still feel as if they are in control, and this is an important concept to a composer who might 

feel resistant to the idea of procedurally generated music. The more comfortable a composer 

feels, the more willing they might be to fight for procedural music to be used in a game they are 

writing music for. 

4.4 GAME ENGINE INTEGRATION 

A procedural music creation tool must have a way to export the music and easily 

implement it into a game engine as an asset. An asset is a piece of data (usually in the form of 
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some sort of media) that can be used in the game engine (Prenmath, 2008). With prerecorded 

music, the actual media file can be considered the asset, but the process is much smoother if 

the asset encapsulates the interactive playback information. Procedural music also needs to 

have the same ability to encapsulate this information. A procedural music asset should go a 

step further and also encapsulate all of the generation and synthesis algorithms. 

If the composer needs to work closely with a programmer in order to get the procedural 

music into the game, this will be costly and take up valuable time. If the game engine 

programmers need to write new code to implement the procedural music, this is also costly and 

time consuming. The tool needs to be able to be implemented into a game engine quickly and 

easily. If the tool is able to interface with a game engine in a similar way to current solutions 

such as FMOD, this will make the software reusable and much more attractive to game 

developers that are hesitant to start using procedural music. 

4.5 INTRODUCING THE PROCEDURAL AUDIO ASSET DESIGNER  

The Procedural Audio Asset Designer, or PAAD, is a tool developed by the author that is 

designed from the ground up to be a tool that addresses the issues preventing procedural 

music from being adopted in video game music by composers and developers. It attempts to 

meet the goals discussed above, being extendable and adaptable with an interface that is 

powerful and familiar to use by composers, with compositions that can be easily used in game 

engines. PAAD is completely modular. It allows composers to create procedural music 

compositions by connecting various modules and manipulating their parameters. Modules can 

be customized, and new modules are simple to write, or downloaded and used. Compositions 
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that are designed in PAAD can easily be exported into a self-contained asset that can be 

integrated into a game engine (currently through FMOD). PAAD follows the lead of current 

technological trends in game music, game development and software in general, taking cues 

from FMOD, Unity, and Cycling 74’s Max/MSP, among other technologies. It provides a proof-

of-concept that future procedural music tools can follow, and hopefully will help reduce the 

resistance to procedural music in game. The following section will discuss the overall 

architecture of PAAD. It will discuss the reasoning behind the decisions made in PAAD’s design 

and how they relate to the problems of procedural music as well as the three main goals laid 

out in the previous section. 
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5 THE PROCEDURAL ASSET DESIGNER 

 

Figure 5.1: The Procedural Audio Asset Designer 

5.1 SYNTHESIS ENGINE 

The underlying synthesis engine in PAAD is SuperCollider. There are a number of 

reasons for choosing SuperCollider. SuperCollider is free and open-source and is able to run on 

all three major operating systems. It can easily run on its own without any user interface, which 

will be important for the final asset exporting phase. SuperCollider has a highly advanced real-

time synthesis engine which can efficiently generate high quality audio in real time. This is 

important for the concerns of both instrumentation and processing power. 
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SuperCollider has a powerful scripting language (SCLang) that is designed to be strong 

with both synthesis and procedural music, with powerful list processing features. SCLang is 

based on the Smalltalk language, and its style of object messaging makes working with objects 

highly flexible. SuperCollider also has many built in objects for synthesis, scheduling, and 

composition. It is easily extensible and the large library of third-party extensions (Quarks) that 

are written for it (160 at time of writing) is a strong indication of SuperCollider’s active 

community. 

SuperCollider also is highly adept at OSC messaging and routing. OSC is a protocol that 

allows messages to be sent between separate running processes over networks or on a local 

machine. In SuperCollider, the synthesis server and the language communicate over OSC. 

Having strong support for OSC communication is important since OSC messaging allows the 

procedural assets to be controlled not only by the PAAD interface but also any game engine. 

Any software that can send OSC messages is able to control SuperCollider, and therefore PAAD 

assets. 

5.2 INTERFACE 

The general layout of the interface is a sidebar listing the available modules, the main 

patch window, and then another sidebar on the right that has more information/controls 

pertaining to the currently selected module and a master fader dial which controls the volume 

level of the entire patch. On the bottom bar, the left side has indicators of messages sent and 

received from SuperCollider. The right side has a live representation of the current CPU usage 

of SuperCollider, which is helpful for a composer that is creating music that will ultimately be 
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used in a game engine (Fournel, 2010). The user can also reboot the server and open a console 

window to debug and send messages to the SuperCollider server. In the menu, the user can 

save, load, and export the patch. 

PAAD’s user interface is written in Java. This was chosen primarily due to the fact that 

Java can easily be run on any operating system with the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). While the 

JVM is also a hindrance as it must be installed on the system separately from the software that 

runs it (and must be constantly updated), PAAD is proof-of-concept software. Java also has a 

fully featured set of libraries, in particular the Swing user interface library which allowed PAAD 

to be developed much faster and be more fully featured in its short development time.  

5.3 FEATURES AND DESIGN 

5.3.1 Modularity 

PAAD uses a modular architecture. Modular architecture takes a complex system and 

breaks it down into smaller parts. These smaller parts are reusable, and completely different 

systems can be constructed using the same modular organized in different ways. This concept 

of breaking procedural composition down into smaller pieces goes back to the MUSICOMP 

system with its reusable subroutines. This type of system is ideal for the composer who is 

unfamiliar with procedural composition as it gives them a place to start. It is much easier to 

understand how a small piece of something works instead of the whole thing. With enough 

existing modules, this allows the composer to experiment.  This architecture is even more 

powerful for those already familiar with creating procedural music since it allows them to 
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organize their thought process. A modular architecture also allows for expandability- modules 

can be added to the system and expand its capabilities. 

5.3.2 Patch Based 

The bulk of the PAAD interface is a patch-based window. When the user adds a module 

to the patch, it is represented by a small box that has controls for its parameters, and various 

inputs and outputs. This box can be moved around the patch window or 

deleted. Figure 5.2 shows a Synth module that generates an FM tone with two 

oscillators. The user can manipulate the various parameters with the dial 

controls (which should be familiar to any composer working with Ableton Live 

or other DAWs).  

The patch window also allows modules to be connected in various ways. Inputs are color 

coded and will correspond to the colors of matching outputs on other modules. In Figure 5.3, a 

Synth module that is generating a saw wave has its audio routed through a connection from its 

audio output to the audio input of a reverberation effect. Connections 

are not only signal routing. For example, an Instrument module 

connected to a Pattern Player module designates the Pattern Player 

should play its notes with the Instrument. Whenever a pattern is 

played, the instrument module that is connected to it is used to play 

the notes. If a module that can send action messages (similar to a 

bang in Max) is connected to the “restart” input on the Synth module, 

the Synth will restart its internal signal generation whenever an 

Figure 5.2: A synth module 

 

Figure 5.3: An audio connection 
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action message is sent.  Other types of connections will be explained later when the various 

types of modules are introduced. 

This patch based system was chosen partly because it is familiar to composers. Many 

other audio programs use this type of interface, including Cycling 74’s Max, PureData, and 

Native Instrument’s Reaktor. This type of patch based system is also used in Unreal Engine’s 

Kismet and Blueprint systems which might be familiar to composers of game music. Even 

without exposure to any of these, the concept of routing signals using physical patch cables is 

likely familiar to a composer through modular synthesizers and other audio hardware. 

Patch based systems are also ideal as a visual representation of a modular system. 

Modules can be viewed in a list and added by the composer, then moved around, and 

connected with other modules. With a visual representation of their inputs, outputs and 

parameters, a composer can easily see how a procedural composition is constructed and 

connected, and easily experiment with it. Instead of building compositions from the ground up 

they can be assembled from preexisting pieces. 

5.4 THE MODULE TYPES 

PAAD has a set amount of different module types, each of which can have any number 

of different modules with different functionalities. Each module is made up of a definition- a 

function written in SuperCollider code, and a list of parameters of different types that will show 

up in the interface to control it. The concept of definitions and their syntax will be explored 

further in Section 5.5. 
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5.4.1 Synths 

A Synth module generates and outputs sound directly. Synths have parameters that affect 

the sound running in real time, and the sound has a single output. They can utilize any 

SuperCollider UGen (unit generator, e.g. a Sine Oscillator) to create these sounds. The inputs on 

the parameters allow the parameters to be changed by other modules (such as the Change 

Function). A synth can also receive an action message which restarts the synth node (the 

representation of the synthesis generator on the SuperCollider server) in SuperCollider.  

5.4.2 Effects 

Internally these work the same as Synths, however effects also have an audio input. This 

allows for an effect as simple as a fader to complex filters for use in subtractive synthesis. 

5.4.3 Instruments 

An Instrument module uses synthesis techniques and generates and outputs sound, like 

a synth, but instead of continuously generating sound, takes in pitch and duration information 

from a Player. Even though SuperCollider uses a different instance of a synth node when 

playing each note, the parameters will affect the sound in real time. This is done by mapping 

parameters as control busses. Each control bus acts as a reference to current value parameter.  

An instrument has an audio output and an input that can be connected to a Pattern Player. 

5.4.4 Pattern Players 

A Pattern Player is used to create pitch and duration based sequenced music. A Pattern 

Player connects to an Instrument and a pattern source (or multiple pattern sources), and when 

played, the Pattern Player plays the pattern (pitches and durations) using the instrument it is 
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connected to. Whenever a pattern is finished playing, the Pattern Player has the option to send 

out an action message which can control other modules in various ways. Pattern Players can 

also be started and stopped with action messages. 

A Pattern Player can take patterns in different formats. For example, instead of taking in 

one single pattern with durations and pitches, it could take in each from a separate module. 

This also allows Pattern Players to have different behaviors for pattern playback using 

SuperCollider’s large collection of pattern sequencer objects, such as playing the pitches it 

receives in a random order. Pattern Players can also work with all of the same parameters as 

the other modules. 

5.4.5 Pattern Generators 

A pattern generator uses an internal algorithm to generate a pattern. The pattern 

generator has various parameters that can be manipulated that influence the pattern that is 

generated. The pattern generator has an action input, which when receiving an action message 

generates a new pattern. The pattern generator can be connected to any module that requires 

a pattern, such as a Pattern Player. When the connection is made, the connected module will 

use whichever the last generated pattern is. 

5.4.6 Choosers 

This module has a list of choices that can be connected to a variable parameter in other 

modules. A variable parameter is essentially a placeholder parameter that is provided from 

another module as opposed to being manipulated directly with a control (such as a rotator). 

These placeholders can be scales, patterns, or any type of source data. Since a Chooser’s 
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options are created via a function, the choices can be generated procedurally or perform tasks 

like loading buffer files for a Synth to play.  

5.4.7 Change Functions 

This module connects to parameters on other modules. When an action message is 

received (or the button is pressed), the change function takes the value, minimum and 

maximum for the parameter it is connected to and generates a new value for it, setting the 

parameter to the new value. 

5.4.8 Task Runners and Task Players 

Task Runners and Players are able to send action messages and perform other various 

functions that don’t fit into other modules. A Task Player can loop and be started and stopped, 

while a Task Runner performs the function once for each time it is run. Examples of Task 

Runners are a simple module that sends a single task message (similar to a “bang” in Max) or a 

module that delays an action message by a certain amount of seconds. A Task Player might 

send an action every number of seconds (based on a controllable parameter). 

5.5 INSIDE A MODULE 

5.5.1 Definitions 

Internally, each module is made up of a definition. This is a concept borrowed from 

SuperCollider, where a SynthDef is defined and then reused. This definition takes the form of a 

SuperCollider function which defines the behavior of the module, and a list of parameters. For 
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example, see Code Example 5.1 which defines the code for a Synth module that acts as a sine 

wave.  

01 ~paad.addDefinition(\sawWave, \synth, 

02  { | outBus, frequency, pan, gain | 

03   var sig = Saw.ar(frequency) * gain; 

04   Out.ar(outBus, Pan2.ar(sig, pan)); 

05  }, 

06  [ 

07   [\frequency, \float, 0, 1000, 440], 

08   [\pan, \float, -1.00, 1.00, 0.00], 

09   [\gain, \float, 0.00, 1.00, 0.00] 

10  ] 

11 ); 

Code Example 5.1: Sine wave module definition 

This example creates a Synth module that outputs a simple Saw wave 

with the adjustable parameters  freq (ranging from 0 to 1000, with a default 

of 400), pan (ranging from -1, left to 1, right and defaulting at 0 or center), 

and gain (ranging from 0 to 1 and defaulting at 0). The function is defined in 

lines 2-5 and will look very similar to a normal SynthDef in SuperCollider. It is 

made up of UGens (here in bold) that are manipulated by the different 

arguments that are passed to it (on line two between the “|” characters). Note the outBus is a 

special argument that must be passed to all Synths, this defines which audio bus the synth will 

route its audio through and is handled by PAAD internally when connections are made between 

Synths and Effects (See 5.7.1 for how this works). 

A definition also takes a list of parameters (lines 7-10 in Code Example 5.1). Each of 

these is a list that contains the name of the parameter (which should correspond to one of the 

arguments passed to the definition in the function), the parameter type, the minimum value 

allowed, the maximum value allowed and the default value. Adding a parameter to this list 

Figure 5.4 Resulting 
Module from Code 
Example 5.1 
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exposes the parameter to PAAD and results in the parameter having a controller when added to 

a PAAD patch. See Figure 5.4, which has dials for freq, gain, and pan, the parameters in the 

definition’s list. When these controls are manipulated, it will change the argument in the 

running module, resulting, for example, in the frequency of the Saw wave changing in real time. 

5.5.2 Effect Definitions 

In PAAD, every single module has a definition, regardless of the type. An effect, for 

example, is similar to a Synth, but has an inBus as well as an outBus. This reverb effect, takes 

the signal coming in from the inBus, and sends it through a reverb function before sending it 

through its outbus. 

// Simple Reverb 

~paad.addDefinition(\verb, \effect, 

 { |inBus, outBus, mix, room, damp, gain = 1| 

  var sig; 

  sig = In.ar(inBus, 2); 

  sig = FreeVerb.ar(sig, mix, room, damp); 

  Out.ar(outBus, sig * gain); 

 }, 

 [[\verbMix,  0, 1, 0.2], 

  [\room, 0, 1, 1], 

  [\damp, 0, 1, 1]] 

); 

 

Code Example 5.2: Reverb effect definition 

When connected to the audio output of the saw wave synth, PAAD automatically routes 

the output from the outBus of the synth to the inBus of the effect. If this effect is connected to 

another effect, its outBus will automatically be rerouted from the master out to the inBus of 

the effect. 
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5.5.3 Logic Definitions 

This concept of definitions is not just reserved for audio generating modules, but the 

ones performing logical functions as well. Change Functions are an example of this. A change 

function definition, like a Synth or an Effect, has a function and a list of parameters. The change 

function’s special arguments (like inBus and outBus) that are managed by PAAD are default, 

value, min and max. Whenever the Change Function is run on a parameter it is connected to, it 

is automatically passed the parameter’s current value, and its default, minimum and maximum 

value as defined by the parameter’s own definition. This is done using SuperCollider’s flexible 

object messaging system so only the arguments currently being used need to be passed. A 

simple change function called “TrueRandom” takes the minimum and maximum of the 

parameter it is performing on and generates a random value between them. The value chosen 

is then returned to the module which sets the parameter to its new value. 

~java.addDefinition("TrueRandom", 

 \changeFunc, 

 { 

  | min, max | 

  rrand(min, max); 

 } 

); 

Code Example 5.3: Random Change Function 

Change functions can also have parameters exposed to the interface, which allows a 

composer to control them in real time. A more complex example, Code Example 5.4, does a 

random walk (adds to and from the current value) based on a walk percentage that defines how 

much it is possible to move by.  
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~java.addDefinition("PercentWalk", 

 \changeFunc, 

 { 

  | value, min, max, walkAmount | 

 

  var changeTop, change; 

  changeTop = (max - min) * (walkAmount / 100); 

  change = changeTop.rand * [1, -1].choose; 

  value + change; 

 }, 

 [[\walkAmount, 0, 100, 10]] 

); 

Code Example 5.4: Percent Walk Function 

5.5.4 Choosers 

Choosers are another example of how definitions can make the functionality of a 

module vastly different. A simple example of how a Chooser might be used is to provide scale 

degrees for a Pattern Generator. The composer defines these scales in the definition, setting 

the return type to match the variable type of the parameter of the Pattern Generator.  

~java.addDefinition("ScalesInt", \chooser, 

 { 

  [ 

   ["pentatonic", [0, 3, 5, 7, 10]], 

   ["major", [0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11]], 

   ["minor", [0, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11]], 

   ["chromatic", [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]], 

  ] 

 }, 

 ~java.createParamsList( 

  ~java.setReturnType( [\degrees] ); 

 ) 

); 

Code Example 5.5: A Simple Chooser Definition 

The pattern generator then uses whichever list of degrees the composer selects in the 

Chooser module in its own definition. This is a simple way of providing freedom to the 

composer, but the Chooser parameters being defined by a SuperCollider function means a 
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Chooser can be used for more complicated features, such as providing a Synth with buffers to 

play.  

In Figure 5.5, when the SoundsLoad Chooser 

module (Code Example 5.6) is loaded, it will iterate 

through a specified directory and load each sound 

file into a SuperCollider Buffer, keeping track of the 

filename and the buffnum, which can be used as a 

reference to the Buffer itself. The Chooser returns 

the buffnum, and a Synth module that has the variable parameter of “buffnum” can use the 

output of the Chooser in its own function. The Synth module in the example does this using the 

buffnum provided from the SoundsLoad module for the buffer it plays (Code Example 5.7). 

When a different buffer is chosen in the interface, the buffer reference from the corresponding 

parameter of the Synth changes and the buffer playing changes with it. 

~paad.addDefinition("SoundsLoad", \chooser, 

 { 

  var choices = [], dir; 

  dir = PathName.new("C:/supercollider/sounds/"); 

 

  // Go through each file in the directory 

  dir.filesDo({ |aFile| 

   // Load the file into a buffer 

   var buffer = Buffer.read(s, aFile); 

   //Store the filename and a reference to 

   // the buffer in the choices array 

   choices = choices.add([aFile.fileName, buffer.bufnum]); 

  }); 

  choices; // Return the choices array 

 }, 

 ~java.createParamsList( 

  ~java.setReturnType(\buffnum) 

 ) 

); 

Code Example 5.6: Sound Loading Chooser 

Figure 5.5: Buffer Player 
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~paad.addDefinition(\bufPlayer, \synth, 

 { 

  | outBus, buff, pan, gain | 

  var sig = BufRd.ar(1, buff,  

   Phasor.ar(0, BufRateScale.kr(buff),  

    0, BufFrames.kr(buff)));                                                         

  Out.ar(outBus, Pan2.ar(sig, pan) * gain); 

 }, 

 ~java.createParamsList( 

  ~java.addChoice(\buff, "None", -1, \buffnum) 

 ) 

); 

 

Code Example 5.7: Buffer Playing Synth 

5.6 THE POWER OF DEFINITIONS 

This system of modules with definitions written in simple SuperCollider code is what 

makes PAAD so extendable and powerful. Anything that can be written in SuperCollider code 

has the potential to be made into a module, making the possibilities for extending PAAD as 

limitless as SuperCollider is limitless. Any synthesis technique that SuperCollider can use can be 

put in an effect, instrument or synth, and all of SCLang’s powerful list processing can be put into 

a pattern generator. These SuperCollider script modules can be added beforehand or edited in 

real time.  

5.6.1 Adding New Modules 

Any SuperCollider script that contains module definitions that is placed in PAAD’s 

“startup” folder will be made accessible to the user in PAADs interface. This allows a user to 

extend the capabilities of PAAD as easily as they would a plugin in other software. Modules can 

be put online and then downloaded. Composers can pick and choose the modules that fit the 

kind of composition they are creating, or download a pack of modules that corresponds to a 

type of procedural music and build a composition based off of those. 
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This type of “marketplace” concept, where a user can browse through extensions as 

well as sample content is one that is starting to be more prevalent in the industry. The Unity 

Engine has an “Asset Store,” while the Unreal Engine 4 has a marketplace that is prominently 

featured in its opening window. While these may not be completely necessary for a large 

company who designs their own assets, it can greatly lower the bar of entry for smaller 

developers, indie developers and hobbyists who do not have a large team. PAAD does not have 

a dedicated marketplace interface currently, but the fact that PAAD can easily add new 

modules still makes the bar for entry to creating procedural game music much lower, one of the 

goals for a tool that is designed to expose people to procedural music.  

5.6.2 Real-time Editing 

PAAD also allows the user to edit a module definition in real time. By right clicking on 

any module and clicking “Edit Definition,” the SuperCollider IDE1 is brought up with the current 

definition in a temporary file (Figure 5.6). After the file is edited, the IDE can be closed and the 

module is refreshed, and the sound or function will immediately reflect the new definition. This 

is an incredibly powerful tool as it allows for users to completely change the functionality of the 

modules in their patches while they listen to them. It means that modules for a piece of 

procedural music do not need to be planned and created ahead of time. Incremental changes 

can be made on modules which allows the composer to experiment, making composition in 

PAAD a fluid process.  

                                                      
1 An IDE, or Integrated Development Environment, is an application designed for writing and editing 

software code that provides features such as syntax-highlighting, debugging, code completion and access to 
documentation. 
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Figure 5.6: Editing a Definition on the fly 

This feature is obviously a powerful one for composers that are also programmers, but it 

is also beneficial for composers with less exposure to programming. Just as breaking a large 

system into modules makes it easier to understand how the system works, only seeing the code 

for a single module makes understanding how the code fits into the system much more 

manageable. If a composer with less experience with programming understands exactly what a 

module is doing from using it, when they edit the definition and see the code for just that 

module, they will have a much better time understanding what the code means. For example, if 

a composer edits the definition of an instrument that creates a Saw wave, they will see code 

like Code Example 5.8. 
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~paad.addDefinition("sinInst", \instrument, 

 { | outBus = 0, freq = 0, gate = 1, amp = 1, pan = 0, gain = 1 

| 

  var sig, env; 

  env = EnvGen.kr( 

   Env.adsr(0.01, 0.3, 0.5, 0.01), gate, doneAction:2); 

  sig = SinOsc.ar(freq); 

  sig = sig * env * amp; 

  Out.ar(outBus, Pan2.ar(sig, pan, gain)); 

 }, 

 [] 

); 

Code Example 5.8: Sin Instrument Definition 

While much of this might be unfamiliar to a composer with no experience with 

programming, there is a lot that would be familiar. Out, SinOsc and Pan2 should be familiar to 

composers with some experience in electronic music, and “Env.adsr” can be extrapolated to 

mean an Attack Decay Sustain Release envelope, with the numbers inside corresponding to the 

ADSR parameters. The oscillator can be swapped out with another, the ADSR parameters can 

be edited, and without too much knowledge or work, the composer is programming. 

SuperCollider’s IDE also has a well designed help feature where any built-in object or function 

that is highlighted or under the cursor can be looked up in the documentation in a sidebar. 

Combine this with the code corresponding to what is actually happening in the interface, and 

the composer can learn on the fly. This sort of integration between a programming IDE and a 

“drag and drop” interface is one of the features that makes the Unity Engine so powerful- 

objects in Unity show up in the interface and can then be edited in code. It allows programming 

to be learned in smaller chunks, with the code having obvious correspondence to what happens 

in the interface. 
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5.7 EXPORTING THE ASSET  

A procedural audio asset designer for use in video games must be able to export the asset 

in a self-contained package that can easily be integrated into a game engine. This means that 

once the asset is exported, it cannot rely at all on PAAD’s Java interface. To make this possible, 

it required careful planning and design with the interface and underlying SuperCollider engine.  

5.7.1 Internal Communication 

When the PAAD interface starts, it launches the SuperCollider server and language in the 

background. When definitions are added to PAAD, they are done so in SuperCollider behind the 

scenes and then sent over OSC to Java. When Java adds a module, connects modules, or 

changes the parameters on modules it does so using only OSC messages, and the Java interface 

is updated from the SuperCollider using only OSC messages. When an action message is sent, 

such as when a Pattern Player finishes playing a pattern, it sends the action messages to all of 

the modules it is connected to, exclusively in SuperCollider. Java is aware of the connections 

and that the message is being passed, but does not do any of the message handling. Any 

changes these messages might make (through Change Functions etc.) are done in the 

SuperCollider engine and then the changes are sent back to Java so they are reflected in the 

interface.  

This is possible because every module in Java corresponds to its own class in 

SuperCollider. When a module is added to the interface, a Java object is instantiated which has 

parameters based on the stored definition and given a unique ID. This object sends an OSC 

message to SuperCollider to create an instance of a similar object corresponding to the same 
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ID. This SuperCollider object can then be controlled via OSC messages that reference this 

unique ID. The SuperCollider object is responsible for managing the module’s functionality.  

 
Instance Storage 

Effect Object 
Def: verb 
ID: 3 

Synth Object 
Def: saw 
ID: 2 Index: 2 

SynthModule 
outBus: master 
 
 

EffectModule 
inBus: Bus.audio 

 

/module/add  
[effect, saw, 3, gain, 0.8, …] 

/module/add  
[effect, verb, 2, verbMix, 0.2, …] 

Java 

OSC 

SuperCollider 

Index: 3 

 

Figure 5.7: Module Add Flowchart 

 For example, consider Figure 5.7, representing two modules: a Saw wave Synth, and a 

reberb Effect. The modules are both added to Java, resulting in objects being instantiated with 

unique IDs. The modules then each send an OSC message to the SuperCollider server, with the 

definition name and the ID. In the SuperCollider layer, SuperCollider instantiates objects for the 

Effect and the Synth and stores them at the corresponding IDs. Internally, these objects set up 

their parameters and start synth nodes, mapping the parameters to the corresponding 

parameters on the synth node (not pictured). They also set up busses for audio routing, the 

Synth’s output currently going to the master audio bus. 
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Instance Storage 

Index: 2 

1 

SynthModule 
outBus:  

 

 

EffectModule 
inBus: Bus.audio 

Effect Object 
Def: verb 
ID: 3 

/synth/connect/effect 
[sawWave, 2, verb, 3] 

Java SuperCollider 

OSC 

Set 

Synth Object 
Def: saw 
ID: 2 

Connect 

Index: 3 

 

Figure 5.8: Connection Flowchart 

Figure 5.7 shows the audio output of the Synth object being connected to the audio 

input of the Effect object. The Java object checks if the connection is valid and then sends a 

connect OSC message with the Effect’s name and ID and the Synth’s name and ID. SuperCollider 

receives this message, then retrieves both the EffectModule object and the SynthModule 

objects from its storage. It then takes the outBus parameter of the SynthModule object’s synth 

node and sets it to the inBus parameter of the EffectModule, which is an audio bus that 

provides audio input to the effect. Now all of the audio being sent out of the SynthModule is 

routed to the input of the EffectModule.  

All of the user input, such as the adding of the modules and connecting of modules is 

kept track of in Java, but all of the functionality is handled in SuperCollider and is triggered by 

three simple messages. 
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5.7.2 A Self Contained Asset 

Because of this separation between the interface layer and the 

SuperCollider layer, this means that a procedural audio asset created in 

PAAD is completely independent from PAAD’s Java interface and 

therefore can be packaged and run independently from the interface. 

This can then be controlled by a game engine or audio middleware 

software using the same OSC messages that the Java Interface would 

use. PAAD does this by creating a SuperCollider launch script with both 

the custom definitions that the modules use, and a set of OSC 

messages that the SuperCollider interpreting language sends itself when booting that creates 

the modules and connects them.  

var net = NetAddr.new("127.0.0.1", NetAddr.langPort); 

 

net.sendMsg('/effect/add/master', "effect",  

 "masterFader", "1",  

 "masterGain", 0.5); 

 

net.sendMsg('/module/add', "synth",  

 "sawWave", "2",  

 "freq", 440.0, "pan", 0.0, "gain", 0.0); 

 

net.sendMsg('/module/add', "effect",  

 "verb", "3", 

 "verbMix", 0.2, "room", 1.0, "damp", 1.0); 

 

net.sendMsg('/synth/connect/effect', "sawWave", "2", "verb", "3");  

Code Example 5.9: Startup Script 

Code Example 5.9 shows an example of a startup script, generated from Figure 5.9, 

which was also the example shown in the flowcharts in the previous section. When the 

SuperCollider engine is started, it adds the Synth, the Effect, and the master fader Effect 

through these messages (with their current values as they were in the patch in the interface) 

Figure 5.9: A Simple 
Patch to Export 
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and then connects them based on the connections made in the interface. Nothing is necessary 

except to launch the SuperCollider engine- the startup scripts automatically creates all of the 

modules and connects them. Controlling the asset is a simple matter of sending a parameter 

change message via OSC that contains the module’s ID. This can be done from any engine that 

supports OSC (which can easily be added using a library). 

5.7.3 FMOD Export 

Currently PAAD supports exporting an asset an FMOD plugin. From FMOD, the plugin 

can be added and then controlled using FMOD’s envelopes, synced to prerecorded music and 

then exported to a game engine where the procedural audio asset can be used as any other 

FMOD package is used. 

To create an FMOD plugin, the user first chooses 

which parameters to expose to the plugin. This allows the 

plugin to be less complex, as not all of the parameters will 

need to be changed by the game engine. This also follows the 

encapsulation concept of FMOD and other middleware 

engines- not all parameters need to be seen by the game 

engine and can be controlled internally or preset. 

In Figure 5.11, the composer is adding the gain parameter to the export parameters. The 

other parameters already chosen are marked by a red square. Each of these will show up as a 

parameter in the resulting FMOD plugin when the asset is exported. 

Figure 5.10: Exposing parameters to 
export 
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When the asset is exported, PAAD will automatically 

create the self-contained SuperCollider scripts as described in 

section 5.7.2, and create and compile an FMOD plugin (Figure 

5.11) that has the selected parameters which will send the 

SuperCollider engine OSC messages with values for the 

parameters as they change. When the plugin is added to an 

FMOD event, it boots up the SuperCollider server behind the 

scenes, which creates and connects the necessary modules which then can be controlled from 

the FMOD plugin.  

This system is very simple to use. Once the composer is satisfied with the composition 

and has decided which parameters to expose, the composer only needs to click “Export,” and 

the plugin will automatically show up in FMOD the next time it is run. PAAD can only 

automatically create plugins for FMOD currently, but since it exports self-contained 

SuperCollider assets that can be controlled using simple OSC messages, it would be very simple 

to implement the assets into other engines, even without adding automatic export for these 

engines in PAAD’s interface itself.  

5.7.4 Live FMOD Plugin 

A second export option creates a live FMOD plugin that controls the internal PAAD 

SuperCollider engine directly instead of creating a new one. Since modifications made to the 

modules running in SuperCollider are shown live in the interface, this allows the composer to 

experiment with the plugin in FMOD and see how the changes affect the patch in PAAD. It also 

allows the composer to make changes to the patch live while FMOD is controlling the 

Figure 5.11: The resulting FMOD 
Plugin 
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parameters. This is powerful as it allows the composer to experiment with the patch explore 

how it will be made adaptive in the game engine in real time. This live experimentation, like the 

live editing of modules should allow composers to more quickly gain an understanding of 

procedurally generated music in the context of video games. 
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6 PUTTING IT TOGETHER: DISCREET MUSIC 

An example of how a piece of procedural music can be built using PAAD will be done by 

creating a version of Brian Eno’s Discreet Music (1975). Discreet Music is an early example of 

Brian Eno’s work with creating generative systems and is an excellent model for procedural 

music. In his original recording, Eno programmed two simple melodies of different lengths into 

a synthesizer with a digital recall system. The melodies for this synthesizer played into a graphic 

equalizer, which fed into a reverb unit, which is finally played into a feedback tape delay. Other 

than occasionally adjusting the equalizer, the music is generated by the system once set in 

motion. With the tape delay echoing the melodies at a fixed interval and the two melodies 

different lengths, this created a phasing effect and the piece slowly evolves, becoming more 

and less complex at times and slowly shifting and changing. 

 

Figure 6.1: Eno's original system diagram, adapted (Rickert & Salvo, 2006) 
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In the case of this example, the goal will be to use PAAD to create a completely 

generative version of discrete music that can be controlled by higher level parameters of 

“density” and “intensity.” Instead of preprogrammed melodies, the PAAD version will generate 

melodies on the fly, and changes to the effects will also be done procedurally. All of the 

definitions for the modules can be found in Appendix B. 

6.1 EFFECTS 

The three effects, the equalizer (Code Example B.1), reverb 

(Code Example B.2) and feedback delay (Code Example B.3), are 

created with three separate effect modules. These are split into 

separate modules to make it easier to change them and experiment 

with other effect modules, or to do different routing. In this example, 

the audio signal flows from the reverb to the equalizer, to the 

feedback delay. Since the feedback delay is not connected to any 

other effect, its output is affected by the master fader.  

 

6.2 PATTERN PLAYER AND INSTRUMENT 

The basis for musical phrase generation will be a Pattern Player (Code Example B.4) 

connected to an Instrument (Code Example B.5) (Figure 6.3). The instrument is a simple sine 

wave, since the equalizer effect will be used to create varying timbres on the instrument. When 

the instrument is connected to the Pattern Player, any note the Player plays will be sounded by 

the instrument. The instrument’s audio output is then connected to the highest level effect. 

Figure 6.2 : Effects 
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This routes the audio output through the effects, with PAAD handling the bussing and node 

reordering automatically. The Pattern Player has a single action out, which is performed after a 

pattern is played. In the case of this Pattern Player, a pattern should be in the format of an 

array of two entry arrays that contain the MIDI pitch and the duration of the note. The pattern 

for the Player comes from a connection with a pattern generator.  

 

Figure 6.3: Player, Instrument and Pattern Generator 

6.3 THE PATTERN GENERATOR 

The “pattern” input of the Pattern Player is connected to a Pattern Generator (Code 

Example B.6) (Figure 6.3). Whenever the Pattern Generator receives an action message (which 

in this example is sent from the Pattern Player every time the last pattern is played), it 

generates a new pattern based on the function in its definition and the current values of its 
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parameters and sends them to the connected Pattern Player. This example is relatively simple, 

generating a melody of a length generated randomly between the minLength and maxLength 

parameters, in an octave generated randomly between the minOctave and maxOctave 

parameters, within a scale which can be changed with a Chooser module (Code Example B.7) on 

a root defined by the root parameter. Durations are chosen randomly from a list of possible 

duration patterns.  

6.4 CHANGE FUNCTIONS AND TASK RUNNER 

Now that melodies are generated, played, and the audio processed, the final step in 

Eno’s process was occasionally changing the parameters on the equalizer and the feedback 

delay. Since the goal here is to create a system with absolutely no human intervention, the 

parameters will be modified by Change Modules. As described in Section 5.4.7, a Change 

Function can be connected to any number of parameters, which will change each parameter 

based on a function, usually randomly. In this example, we use two change functions (Figure 

6.4). The first, which is connected to the parameters in the EQ, is a random walk function that 

has one parameter, walkPercent (Code Example B.8). Whenever a parameter is changed, it will 

move randomly up or down a random amount from 0 to the walkPercent percent of the range 

(from minimum to maximum). The second (Code Example B.11), connected to the pan 

parameter on the Instrument, switches between adding or subtracting from the default a 

random number (switchPercent of the range between the min/max and the default value). The 

change function connected to the pan parameter is connected directly to the action output of 

the Pattern Player, so will change its parameter every time a Pattern is finished playing. The 
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other change function has a Task Runner between it and the Pattern Player, which has a 

passPercent chance of sending an action message (Code Example B.9). This means that the EQ 

parameters will not necessarily change every time. 

 

Figure 6.4: Change Functions and Task Runner 

6.5 SPECIAL ACTIONS 

Finally, three Special Actions are used (Figure 6.5). LoadAction, which is triggered when 

the patch is loaded is connected to a Change Function that sets its connected parameters to 

their defaults (Code Example B.10). The PlayAction and StopAction, which are triggered when 
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the FMOD Session is played or paused are connected to the corresponding action inputs on the 

Pattern Player. 

 

Figure 6.5: Special Actions 

6.6 EXPORTING AND HIGHER LEVEL PARAMETERS 

Now that a complete procedural piece of music has been created (Figure 6.6), it will now 

be made interactive/adaptive in FMOD. This will entail mapping certain existing parameters to 

envelopes that correspond to high level parameters. In this case, minLength and maxLength from 

the Pattern Generator, the percent parameters from the Change Functions and Task Runner, and 

the feedback parameter from the Feedback Delay effect will be selected for export. This is shown 

in the interface as a small red icon next to the parameter on the module. 
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Figure 6.6: Full Patch 

Next, once the plugin is exported and loaded in FMOD, two high level parameters are 

created, Intensity and Density. For the Density parameter, the minLength and maxLength 

parameters decrease, meaning shorter patterns (and therefore more patterns played).  
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Figure 6.7: Intensity Parameter in FMOD 

The feedback parameter for the delay is also increased, which causes the patterns that 

have already played to repeat longer. Finally the switchPercent which controls the Change 

Function for the pan parameter is increased, causing more location changes. For Intensity, as 

the intensity goes up, the walkPercent for the Change Function attached to the EQ and the 

passPercent of the Task Runner go up. This has the effect of making the changes in timbre 

much more drastic after each Pattern finishes playing. For the Pattern Generator, ocativeMin is 
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decreased and octaveMax is increased, resulting in melodies with greater registral variety. With 

control of these two higher level parameters, the mood of the piece can change and can be 

mapped to different gameplay parameters.  

 Using PAAD, it was possible to not only recreate Brian Eno’s ambient Discreet Music, but 

make it adaptive and more procedural. The melodic phrases are generated on the fly and 

instead of requiring human input to change the parameters of the equalizer, changes are made 

procedurally. Both the extend of the changes and the various parameters of the melody can be 

mapped to parameters in the video game, so the piece can adapt and change based on what is 

currently happening in the game. If the narrative calls for denser, more intense music, the piece 

can change to meet this. The piece is completely self-contained in an FMOD plugin and can 

easily be implemented in a game and used alongside other music created in FMOD. 
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7 ASSESSMENT 

PAAD was created as a proof-of-concept that is meant to serve as an example for how a 

tool can be designed that helps to ease the adoption of procedural music in video games. 

Procedural music has met with resistance in the game industry due to problems such as lack of 

familiarity with procedural music and difficulty implementing it in game engines. It was 

theorized that a properly designed tool could help overcome these problem by making 

procedural music more accessible to composers and easier to implement for developers. The 

goals set out for such a tool were laid out as follows:  

1. The tool should be extendable, adaptable, and reusable. 

2. The tool must provide an interface that is accessible and easy to use for composers yet 

still remain powerful enough for composers to create unique and musically effective 

compositions. 

3. The tool must create compositions as assets that are easily implemented into a game 

engine. 

How well does PAAD meet these goals? 

7.1 EXTENDABLE, ADAPTABLE AND REUSABLE 

PAAD is designed to be extendable. All of its modules are written in self-contained 

SuperCollider code with consistent syntax. SuperCollider is a powerful scripting language and 

synthesis engine, and with its power, the possibilities for what PAAD can do are nearly limitless.  

Since PAAD is running the default SuperCollider interpreter internally, this means that PAAD is 

also able to use any extensions written for SuperCollider. 
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PAAD makes it simple to write new modules. SuperCollider code can be written and 

tested it within the SuperCollider IDE or edited while running in the PAAD interface. Already 

existing SuperCollider scripts can be adapted to use PAAD’s syntax since it is designed to be 

similar to normal SuperCollider conventions. It is also simple to add new modules that have 

been written. Merely by placing a script containing module definitions in PAAD’s startup folder, 

it will show up in the interface as a module.  New features can be written and added to PAAD as 

they are needed, making it more reusable between projects. Since modules can be edited in 

real-time, this means PAAD can be quickly adapted to specific needs of the composer.  

7.2 ACCESSIBLE BUT POWERFUL 

This goal revolved mostly around the problem of composers having little familiarity with 

procedural music, and the concern that they would have little control over the composition. 

Making software both accessible and powerful is a difficult task, one that all interface and 

software designers struggle with. It was not feasible for the scope of this thesis to go through 

many iterations of user feedback testing to improve the interface, so assessing PAAD’s 

accessibility and power will be focused on the features it provides composers. 

 One simple way of providing both accessibility and power is through familiarity. PAAD’s 

patch based modular interface takes advantage of composer’s preexisting familiarity with 

software environments like Max, PD, Native Instrument’s Reaktor, and also hardware systems 

like modular synthesizers and the normal signal flow of audio hardware. PAAD also attempts to 

give composers familiarity with procedural music through experimentation. Changes made in 

the interface and to the modules can always be heard in real time. With enough examples 
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packaged with the software, this should give a composer with less exposure to procedural 

music the means to become more familiar with it.  

7.3 EASY TO EXPORT AND IMPLEMENT 

This goal has definitely been achieved. Any PAAD composition can be exported into a 

self-contained asset which has all of the connections, logic and modules abstracted. Assets are 

controlled by simple OSC messages which can be done from any programming library. Currently 

PAAD creates FMOD plugins automatically, and “one-click” export implementations for other 

game engines would be simple to add. This means that the cost in time of implementing 

procedural music in a game no longer becomes a concern, and composers can create 

procedural music and make it adaptable without collaborating with programmers any more 

than they would have to when creating prerecorded adaptive scores with tools such as FMOD. 

7.4 INFORMAL INTERVIEWS 

7.4.1  Student Composers 

Two students were shown the software and interviewed. Neil Quillen is studying film 

scoring at New York University and has been composing music for games developed by 

students at the NYU Game Center. Vasilis Fotopoulos is a Music Technology student at NYU. He 

is an experienced composer of electronic music and familiar with game audio tools through the 

Game Audio class. 

Both were interested in the concept of using PAAD to experiment with procedural music 

to become more familiar with it. Neil, who has worked with game developers before, felt that if 
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composers could experiment with procedural music, they would be more likely to want to use 

it, which would mean they might be more likely to convince a development team:  

“I think what it would assuredly do is make me experiment with 

[procedural music]. Using it in a game project…it wouldn’t be my decision. This 

provides a good tool for a composer exploring procedural music and seeing what 

they can do. And when that happens…composers are interested and they want to 

use it and they put it in when they can.” - Neil 

Vasilis, as an electronic composer, was interested in the ability of PAAD to create sound 

modules using SuperCollider, as it could be used to model various synthesizers. He also 

recognized the potential for community involvement in making PAAD extensions, comparing 

PAAD to Ableton and Cycling 74’s Max for Live. Neil was more interested in using sound 

samples composed elsewhere and then manipulated procedurally, something he struggled to 

do with only FMOD. 

7.4.2 Expert Opinion 

For an expert opinion, Jean-Luc Cohen was shown the software and interviewed. Jean-

Luc is a professor of Game Audio at both New York University and Berklee College of Music. He 

is also an accomplished composer of music for video games.  

Jean-Luc felt that PAAD can make a large difference in the game industry, particularly 

since it allows composers to create something custom, and noted its potential to also be used 

with procedural sound design:  
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[PAAD is]  going to open up possibilities for a lot of composers by giving 

tools which are going to be fairly high level, not necessarily very difficult to 

learn…especially with the architecture you have now which lets you look at one 

definition at a time and modify that. And that has applications for procedural 

music and for sound design. Procedural audio and music is very embryonic in 

terms of the plugins out there…and the plugins tend to be very specific, wind or 

impact engines. If you're able to provide someone with the ability to do 

something custom that doesn't require a massive amount of coding, that's going 

to be huge. – Jean-Luc 

 Jean-Luc also felt that PAAD’s modular design would make composers much more likely 

to try programming out and become more interested in SuperCollider:  

You're making it easy by just giving them bite sized chunks of code to look 

at where the parameters are clearly exposed. You don't even need to, from what 

I can tell to even know supercollider, you just need to know where to find the 

right variable. That's going to open things up…I think it's actually going to make 

SuperCollider more popular. People will sort of ease into it and then realize 

maybe they want to learn it on their own. – Jean-Luc 

He was very interested in the idea of using PAAD in his own work. Due to its extendable 

nature, he sees many possibility for its use, including procedural ambiences, hierarchical 

musical structures, modal synthesis, granulation and procedural sound design in general. After 
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listening possibilities, he said he found that “the more I look at your software, the more options 

I [realize] there will be.”  

8 CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 FUTURE WORK 

8.1.1 Evaluation 

It would be beneficial to do rigorous subjective evaluation of PAAD to better prove its 

potential to the world of game development and music. Currently the benefits of PAAD are 

theorized, but doing feedback testing with a wider variety of game composers, developers and 

producers would make its claims have more weight behind them and therefore have a higher 

potential to make an impact in the industry. It would also be useful to do iterative testing and 

design with the interface, improving it and making it easier to use based on feedback from 

users. 

8.1.2 Musical Examples 

More musical examples would also benefit PAAD. The more examples that composers 

unfamiliar with procedural music have to experiment with, the more they will be exposed to 

procedural music and the more likely they will to make compositions with it. This is also 

something having an active community would assist with. More experienced composers and 

programmers could make their work available for download, but the more examples that are 

packaged with PAAD the higher chance it will be adopted and lead to such a community. 
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8.1.3 More Controls and Data Sources 

PAAD would benefit from having more ways to control the procedural systems from 

within. Currently, the interface has support for parameter controls which generally correspond 

to single arguments. This provides a good deal of control, but control can be improved with 

more ways of inputting and manipulating data. Lists of numbers can be used with a chooser, 

but these must be coded into the definition. More controls could include envelope editors, the 

ability to select MIDI files, a step sequencer and even a JMSL JScore editor for editing actual 

note values. PAAD could also have the higher level parameter mapping that FMOD uses. 

8.1.4 More Engine Exports 

While the assets that PAAD exports can be used in any engine with OSC support, it would 

have better chance of adoption with more “one-click” asset exports in the same manner it can 

generate FMOD plugins. Possible candidates for this would be the Wwise middleware system 

(similar to FMOD) and the popular Unity and Unreal 4 engines.  

8.2 BROADER IMPLICATIONS 

While PAAD was designed specifically to address issues with procedural music being used 

in games in order to influence the game industry as a whole to use procedural music, there are 

other uses for this kind of tool.  

8.2.1 Procedural Audio Effects 

While this thesis has focused on using PAAD to create pieces of procedural music, PAAD 

can be used for procedural sound design as well. Using synthesis and physical modeling 

techniques to create sound effects for games has become more popular in game design and has 
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the same benefits as procedural music (Fournel, 2010). It also faces many of the same problems 

as procedural music. PAAD can use these synthesis techniques to create and experiment with 

procedural generated sound effects, and then these sounds can be exported as an asset and 

implemented in a game engine just like the procedural music assets.  

8.2.2 SuperCollider 

SuperCollider is a powerful language and synthesis engine, but it can be highly daunting 

even for experienced programmers to create music with it. Even with user interface extensions, 

the basis for creating a SuperCollider composition is always code and it can become tedious 

keeping track of signal routing and bussing entirely in text. PAAD provides an interface to 

SuperCollider that allows for all of the power of code, but with a modular patch based interface 

as its core. Even without exporting the assets to game engines, PAAD could be a powerful tool 

for SuperCollider users to create and organize pieces, even if the modules are reused in an 

entirely code based composition.  

8.2.3 Other Mediums 

PAAD could also serve well to provide music and sound for linear mediums such as film, 

traditional recorded music and live multimedia performance. A composer could create a 

procedural composition and then manipulate the parameters in real time based on the action 

of the movie, recording the results. Since PAAD is controlled by OSC messages, it could even be 

exported as plugins to traditional DAWs (similar to the FMOD plugins) and provide procedural 

music that supplements traditional recorded music. PAAD could also be used for live 

performance and multimedia works. Works could be performed directly in PAAD, or could be 
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controlled using OSC from another performance environment that could also be controlling 

aspects such as lights and video. 

8.2.4 Indie and Amateur Game Development 

While PAAD was designed to provide insight into procedural music for the game 

industry as a whole, the independent game development community could benefit greatly from 

a tool like PAAD. With small budgets and minimal staff, an indie game developer could use 

PAAD to create procedural music for parts of their game instead of having to reuse a small 

amount of music or pay more money than they have for a substantial amount of music. The 

ability to download new modules and assets to extend PAAD is also promising for the amateur 

community, who often share assets with each other (see http://opengameart.org/). 

8.3 FINAL THOUGHTS 

The video game is still a very new medium. The fact that video games are interactive 

and therefore nonlinear is an exciting prospect. This interactivity can introduce difficult 

problems but also comes with the potential for artistic expression that would be completely 

impossible in linear mediums. In the last 40 years, video games have evolved from simplistic 

pixelated high score arcade games to games with vast beautifully rendered worlds that tell 

complex stories. Games have the ability to provide social commentary, express emotion, and 

create communities and subcultures. Games, even more than other mediums, can provide a 

temporary escape from life and a means to experience the world through another’s eyes.  

Music is hugely important to the full experience of a game. A poorly written score can 

destroy immersion and ruin the experience of a game, but a well written score can elevate it to 
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new heights. Through techniques developed over the years, music has gone from repetitive, 

static scores to scores that are able to adapt and change based on the changing narrative of the 

game. These techniques are still improving and evolving. The next logical step to improve the 

art of game music even further is through the use of procedurally generated music.  

Despite its potential, procedurally generated music has seen resistance to its adoption 

in the industry. This thesis provided a presentation of the benefits, a discussion of the 

problems, and a tool designed to address them. This will hopefully set an example that 

procedurally generated music can break through the barriers it is facing and can become a 

technique that truly improves the effectiveness of video game scores and improves the quality 

and artistic expression of the games they support. 
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Appendix A: Source Code 

 

Full source code for PAAD, releases, and examples will be found at 

https://github.com/thealexgraham/paad 

 

 

Appendix B: Discreet Music Code Examples 

 

~paad.addDefinition(\eq, \effect, 

 { 

  | inBus, outBus =, lofreq, midfreq, 

  hifreq, band1, band2, band3, mix, gain | 

  var dry, wet; 

 

  dry = In.ar(inBus, 2); 

 

  wet = BLowShelf.ar(dry, lofreq, 1, band1); 

  wet = BPeakEQ.ar(wet, midfreq, 1, band2); 

  wet = BHiShelf.ar(wet, hifreq, 1, band3); 

  wet = Clip.ar(wet, -0.1, 0.1); 

 

  Out.ar(outBus, XFade2.ar(dry * gain, wet * gain, mix)); 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

  ~paad.addFloat(\lofreq, 0.00, 600.00, 80.00), 

  ~paad.addFloat(\band1, -80.00, 80.00, 0.00), 

  ~paad.addFloat(\midfreq, 200.00, 1000.00, 800.00), 

  ~paad.addFloat(\band2, -80.00, 80.00, 0.00), 

  ~paad.addFloat(\hifreq, 800.00, 5000.00, 2000.00), 

  ~paad.addFloat(\band3, -80.00, 80.00, 0.00), 

  ~paad.addFloat(\mix, -1.00, 0.00, 1.00), 

 ) 

); 

Code Example B.1: Equalizer 

https://github.com/thealexgraham/paad
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~paad.addDefinition(\verb, \effect, 

 { 

  | inBus, outBus, mix, room, damp, mul, add, gain | 

  var sig; 

  sig = In.ar(inBus, 2); 

  sig = FreeVerb.ar(sig, mix, room, damp, mul, add); 

  Out.ar(outBus, sig * gain); 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

  ~paad.addFloat(\verbMix, 0.00, 1.00, 0.20), 

  ~paad.addFloat(\room, 0.00, 1.00, 1.00), 

  ~paad.addFloat(\damp, 0.00, 1.00, 1.00), 

 ) 

); 

Code Example B.2: Reverb 

 

~paad.addDefinition(\feedbackdelay, \effect, 

 { | inBus, outBus, delaytime, feedback, wet = 0.5, gain | 

  var laggedTime = Lag.kr(delaytime, 1); 

  var sig = SwitchDelay.ar( 

   In.ar(inBus, 2), 

   delaytime: laggedTime, 

   delayfactor: feedback, 

   wetlevel: wet 

  ); 

  Out.ar(outBus, sig * gain); 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

  ~paad.addFloat(\delaytime, 0.00, 10.00, 4.00), 

  ~paad.addFloat(\feedback, 0.00, 1.00, 0.90), 

 ) 

); 

Code Example B.3: FeedbackDelay 
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~paad.addDefinition(\ClassicPlayer, \patternPlayer, 

 { 

  | player, pattern | 

  Prout({| ev | 

   var pat; 

   block { |break| 

    loop { 

     pat = Pbindf(*[ 

      // Connected instrument data 

      player.template, 

      // the current pattern's value 

      #[\midinote, \dur], Pseq(pattern.value) 

     ]); 

     // Perform the played action 

     player.doPlayedAction; 

     // Embed the pattern and wait for it to play 

     ev = pat.embedInStream(ev); 

    } 

   } 

  }); 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

  ~paad.addChoice(\pattern, "default", 

   [], [[\midi], [\dur]]), 

 ) 

); 

Code Example B.4: Pattern Player 

~paad.addDefinition(\sinInst, \instrument, 

 { 

  | outBus, freq, gate, amp, pan, gain | 

  var sig, env; 

 

  env = EnvGen.kr(Env.adsr(0.01, 0.3, 0.5, 0.01), 

   gate, doneAction:2); 

 

  sig = SinOsc.ar(freq); 

  sig = sig * env * amp; 

  Out.ar(outBus, Pan2.ar(sig, pan, gain)); 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

  ~paad.addFloat(\gain, 0.00, 1.00, 0.80), 

  ~paad.addFloat(\pan, -1.00, 1.00, 0.00), 

 ) 

); 

Code Example B.5: Instrument 
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~paad.addDefinition(\SimpleScale, \patternGen, 

 { 

  |lengthMin, lengthMax, scale, root, octaveMin, octaveMax| 

 

  var durations = [[1, 1], [0.5, 0.5, 1], 

   [0.5, 0.5], [0.5, 1, 0.5], [1, 0.5]]; 

  var finalPattern; 

 

  var length = rrand(lengthMin, lengthMax); 

  var notes = Array.fill(length, { |i| 

   // Create octave choices 

   var octaves = (octaveMin..octaveMax); 

   // Pick a scale degree 

   var degree = scale.choose; 

   // Pick an octave 

   var octave = octaves.choose; 

   // Add the root to the degree, plus the octave 

   (root + degree) + (octave * 12); 

  }); 

 

  // Create a combined note/duration array 

  var durationPattern = Array.newFrom(durations.choose); 

  finalPattern = Array.fill(length, { |i| 

   var currentDuration; 

   // If the duration pattern has run out, pick a new one 

   if (durationPattern.size == 0, { 

    durationPattern = Array.newFrom(durations.choose); 

   }); 

   // Get the next duration out of the pattern 

   currentDuration = durationPattern[0]; 

   durationPattern.removeAt(0); 

 

   // Add a [note, dur] pair to the array 

   [notes[i], currentDuration]; 

  }); 

 

  // Add rests and return the final pattern 

  finalPattern = finalPattern.add([\rest, 2]); 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

  ~paad.addChoice(\scale, "pentatonic", 

   [ 0, 3, 5, 6, 10 ], [ \degrees ]), 

  ~paad.addInt(\root, 0, 127, 62), 

  ~paad.addInt(\octaveMin, -3, 3, 0), 

  ~paad.addInt(\octaveMax, -3, 3, -1), 

  ~paad.addInt(\lengthMin, 0, 10, 5), 

  ~paad.addInt(\lengthMax, 0, 10, 9), 

  ~paad.setReturnType([ [ \midi ], [ \dur ] ]) 

 ) 

); 

Code Example B.6: Pattern Generator 
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~paad.addDefinition(\ScalesInt, \chooser, 

 { 

  [ 

   ["pentatonic", [0, 3, 5, 7, 10]], 

   ["major", [0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11]], 

   ["minor", [0, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11]], 

   ["chromatic", [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]], 

  ] 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

  ~paad.setReturnType([\degrees]) 

 ) 

); 

Code Example B.7: Chooser (Scales) 

~paad.addDefinition(\PercentWalk, \changeFunc, 

 { 

  | value, min, max, walkPercent | 

 

  var changeTop, change; 

  changeTop = (max - min) * (walkPercent / 100); 

  change = changeTop.rand * [1, -1].choose; 

  value + change; 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

  ~paad.addFloat(\walkPercent, 0.00, 100.00, 10.00), 

 ) 

); 

Code Example B.8: Change Function (Percent Walk) 

~paad.addDefinition(\RandomPass, \taskRunner, 

 { 

  | object, passPercent | 

 

  var choice = 100.rand; 

  if (choice < passPercent.value, 

   { object.sendActionMessage; } 

  ) 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

  ~paad.addFloat(\passPercent, 0.00, 100.00, 50.00), 

 ) 

); 

 

Code Example B.9: Task Runner (Random Pass) 
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~paad.addDefinition(\Default, \changeFunc, 

 { 

  | default | 

  default; 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

 ) 

); 

Code Example B.10: Change Function (Default) 

 

~paad.addDefinition(\PercentSwitch, \changeFunc, 

 { 

  | value, default, min, max, switchPercent | 

 

  var changeTop, change, range, direction; 

 

  if (value > default, 

   { 

    direction = -1; 

    range = abs(min - default); 

   }, { 

    direction = 1; 

    range = abs(max - default); 

   } 

  ); 

  changeTop = range * (switchPercent / 100); 

  change = changeTop.rand * direction; 

  default + change; 

 }, 

 ~paad.createParamsList( 

  ~paad.addFloat(\switchPercent, 0.00, 100.00, 10.00), 

 ) 

); 

Code Example B.11: Change Function (Percent Switch) 
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